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• NOMENCLATURE

g gravitational accel eratlon

h altitude

rate of climb

?

hR reference altitude of range R

hR reference rate of climb at range R

hR reference vertical acceleration at range R

Hs characteristic wave helght

ko,kh,kh,k2h vertical flight director gains

KI,K2 longitudinal flight director gains

= R distance from initial station-keeping point

s Laplace transform variable

To characteristic wave period

T/W thrust/weight ratio

UB'"r'WP body axes airspeeds

Vx longitudinal inertial velocity

ix longitudinal inertial acceleration

Vy lateral inertial velocity

Vyc lateral inertial velocity command

Vw wind speed

VWOD speed of wind-over-deck

Vs ship speed

VL,Vu,VL,V U longitudinal flight director parameters

_ax maximum sideslip angle

._ iv
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ABss steady-state sideslip angle

AV longitudinal velocity error
X

AV longitudinal acceleration errorx

AVu,AVL longitudinal f)ight directo- parameters

• _ thrust vector (nozzle) angle (zero pointing aft)

thrust vector (nozzle) angle rate

_., yaw controller damping factorT

_s ship heading relative to wave direction

o¢ standard deviation of ship roll an:le

08 standard deviation of ship pitch angle

• o_ standard deviation of ship yaw angle

o standard deviation of ship surge
X #,

og

o standard deviation of ship sway

YeE

o standard deviation of ship heave
Z
cg

Ox£p standard deviation of landing point surge _

o standard deviation of landing point sway

Y &p

o standard deviation of landing point heave
Z
&P

o_ standard deviation of ship roll rate

o_ standard deviation of ship pitch rate

. a_ standard deviation of ship yaw rate

o_ standard deviation of ship surge velocity
cg

o. standard deviation of ship sway velocity

Ycg

i standard deviation of ship heave veloe_Ity
cg

i_ O_&p standard deviation of landing point surge velocity
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o standard deviation of landing point sway velocity

YAp

o standard deviation of landing point heave velocity

z£p

_h filter time constant in vertical flight director

roll angle

_p pilot-commanded roll angle

_ss steady-state roll angle

Sw wind heading relative to ship's axis

SWOD wind-over-deck heading relative to ship's axis

frequency constant of translational rate commando

_ yaw controller frequency

_ yaw controller damping factor

Acronyms

CAA Civil Aviation Authority

CTOL conventional takeoff and landing

FSAA Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft

HUD head-up display

IMC instrument meteorological conditions

RAE Royal Aircraft Establishment

RCS reaction control system

TVRS thrust-vector-rate switch

VTOL vertical takec,ff and landing

WOD wind over deck
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J
SIMULATION EVALUATION OF TWO VTOL CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEMS IN

IMC APPROACH AND SHIPBOAPD LANDING

Vernon K. Merrick

Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

Two control/display systems, which differed in overall complexity but were both

designed expressly for VTOL flight operations to and from small ships in instrument

meteorological conditions (IMC), were tested using the Ames Flight Simulator for

Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). Both systems have attitude command in transition and

horizontal-veloclty command in hover; the more complex system also has longitudinal-

acceleration and fllghtpath-angle command in transition, and vertlcal-velocity com-

mand in hover. The most important overall distinction between the two systems from

the viewpoint of implementation is that in one--the more complex--engine power and

nozzle position are operated indirectly through flight controllers, whereas in the

other they are operated directly by the pilot. Simulated landings were made on a

moving model of a DD 963 Spruance-class destroyer. Acceptable transitions can be

performed in turbulence of 3 m/see rms using either system. Acceptable landings up

to sea state 6 can be performed using the more complex system, and up to sea state 5

using the other system.

INTRODUCTION

In reference I, two control/dlsplay systems, designed expressly for VTOL transi-

tion and shipboard landings in instrument meteorological conditions (IMC), were

described, along with the results of a piloted simulation on the Ames Research

Center's Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). The more complex Type I

system had attitude command, vertical-veloclty command, longltudinal-acoeleratlon

command in transition, and longltudinal-veloclty command in hover, the translational-

command modes being implemented through engine power and nozzle position. The Type 2

- system had attitude command and direct pilot control of engine power and nozzle

position.

Each control system was complemented by an appropriate head-up display (HUD)
that Included flight-director information. These control/display systems were

applied to existing models of a conceptual lift-fan transport (ref. 2) and an AV-8A
Harrier (ref. 3). Simulated landings were made on a moving model of a DD 963

destroyer. Of particular note was the inclusion of a representation of the ship-

induced alr-wake turbulence (ref. _).

I
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' The overall simulated task (ref. I) was divided into two parts: the approach

transition from !20 knots to an initial station-keeping point, and the landing from

the initial statlon-keeping point to touchdown. The transition tests showed that the

Type I system was acceptable (Cooper-Harper rating less than 6-I/2) in fuee-air

i turbulence up to 2.25 m/s¢c (the highest tested), and the Type 2 system was
acceptable up to a free-air turbulence of 1.5 m/sec. The landing tests showed
thatthe Type I system was acceptable up to sea state 6 and wind-over-deck (WOD) of

43 knots and the Type 2 system was acceptable up to sea state 4 and WOD of 34 knots.

T

The simulation revealed several problems with both control/display systems, but

particularly with the "'ype 2 system. Deficiencies were noted in the type of control

modes provided, the flight-director laws, and the HUD format. It was clear that the

Type 2 system would benefit from further development. Consequently, a small fixed-

base simulator was used to investigate several new ideas regarding pilot control

modes, HUD formats, and pilot controls. The result was two control/display systems

that are variants of the Type I and Type 2 systems, and which are designated Type IA

and Type 2A.

This report addresses the basic problems with the Ivpe I and Type 2 systems and
a

describes the solutions, now incorporated into the Type I._ and Type 2A systems. The

two new systems have, in turn, been incorporated into the m_del of the AV-SA

: Harrier. A piloted simulation has been carried out on the Ames FSAA to compare the

performance of the two systems in IMC approaches and landings on the DD 963
i

destroyer. There are two significant differences between this latest simulation and

that described in reference I. The reference approach flightpath in the earlier

simulation was straight, in plan-view, and was criticized as not requiring lateral

pilot control inputs great enough to permit a proper evaluation of the lateral/direc-

tional handling characteristics of the aircraft. In the latest simulation the

flightpath has an initial straight segment, followed by a curved segment, followed by

a final straight segment. In addition, the three-degree-of-freedom motion base for

the ship model used in the previous simulation has been expanded to a full six

degrees of freedom in the latest simulation.

This report describes the latest simulation and compares the primary results

with those obtained previously for the Type I and Type 2 systems.

TYPE IA CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEM

The primary features of the Type IA system are summarized in figure 1. The

major differences between the Type IA and Type I systems may b_,seen by comparing

figure I with figure 2 of reference I. The two systems differ significantly in the

areas of longitudinal, vertical, and directional control in transition; and longitu-

dinal, lateral, and vertical control in hover. Tables I and 2 compare the pilot-

control modes, pilot controls, and flight-director provisions for the two systems. A

detailed comparison of the HUD formats may be seen in figure 2 and figure 3 of refer-

ence I. Following is a description of and rationale for these changes.

4
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Vertical Control In Transition

: It was noted in reference I (p. 57) tbat, when flying a straight approach using

the Type I system, the pLlot must gradually reduce the commanded rate of descent Ln

order to maintain a constant glLde slope during the deoeleratlon. It was therefore

suggested that a fllghtpath-angle command mode, rather than a vertlcal-velocity com-

mand mode, would reduce the pilot workload, since a single movement of the vertical

control would establlsh the desired approach-path angle. Aceordlngly, the Type IA

: system has a flightpath-angle command in transition. This control mode is derived

from the Type I vertical control command mode by multiplylng the pilot input by the

inertial 1ongltudinal velocity. Thus, for a fixed-control input, the commanded

vertlcal velocity is proportlonal to the forward veloolty, as required for a fixed-

fllghtpath angle.

L 99.8 S 9 -15 THUMBWHEEL
_" RPM b '/_ * ' VECT. _O I %'#1 |FLIGHTPATH

• 2 /q_,_ - S LEVER
(VERTICAL

6 VELOCITY)

0 o
0 ,_ -2

> 4

-2 -I0

VVI 11200 -I_
LONG LAT RVEL

40

SYSTEMFEATURES

• ATTITUDECOMMAND

• LONGITUDINALACCELERATIONANDFLIGHTFATHANGLECOMMANDFORTRANBITION

• HORIZONTALANDVERTICALVELOCITYCOMMANOFORHOVERANDTOUCHDOWN

• INTEGRATEDFLIGHTPATHANGLEANDVERTICALVELOCITYCONTROLS

• HUDWITHTHREE-AXISFLIGHTDIRECTORFORTRAN|ITION

Figure 1.- Velocity commandsystem (type 1A system).
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NOTE FD FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMMANDED

; PC PILOT COMMANDED
!

i
HEADING

' LATERAL \
; ACCEL 8 \ 9 DECELERATION LANDING

: . .b_L_____ CUE PAD-10
2-

PC HORIZ / --.1_
'/ 8

J _ D VEL"__C /×""

PITCh.. LADDER ANGLE OF ALTITUDE 6

\\ //ATTACK 1 FD LATERAL 4

CORRECT ION HORIZ

"_ 25 -_/60 -0o3 FD \ AIRSPEED - -2 FD AIRCR,_FT \,.,..,,.s . SYMBOLVERT / 4 LONG.
PITCH TRIM" AIRCRAFT VEI. \ _r=.°/-j_ ACCEL. STATION-

INDICATOR SYMBOL s _ _1 ALTITUDE /--6(_]- _ PC T KEEPING
3 """ "" .,,.,,,. ERROR LONG _ _ _ . / POINT

,- _ VEP.T ACCEL Ii -u -u

_NG /
s" VEL 10 ACCEL,

co" PC -2 I DECK
VERT VVI ACCEL ' INDICATOR
VEL

{a) ATTITUDE DISPLAY (b) TRANSITION DISPLAY (c) TERMINAL DISPLAY

Figure 2.- HUD format breakdown for type IA system.
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Vertical Control in Hover

Flightpa.th-angle command, as described above for transition, cannot be used in

hover, since if the velocity is zero then the fliEhtpath-angle-control authority also

' is zero. Therefore, the Type I system vertical-velocity command mode is retained in

the Type IA for hover, with the switch from flightpath-angle mode to vertical-

velocity mode being performed by the pilot. This switching procedure raises a prob-

lem (mentioned in ref. I, p. 58); namely, that if the same pilot control is used

throughout, the pilot would have to remember to center the control before pressing

the mode-change switch to avoid inadvertently commanding a rate of descent. To over-

come this problem, separate height controls are used for transition and hover. For

transition, the lever thumb wheel is used to command fllghtpath angle tlever electri-

cally disconnected), and in hover the lever is used to ten,hand vertical velocity

(thumb wheel electrically disconnected).

It was noted in reference I (p. 58) that when the Type I system was used in

hover and in high turbulence, the aircraft gradually lost altitude, even though the

commanded vertical velocity was zero. This phenom(,nonoccurred because the thrust

available was insufficient to maintain altitude during down guets. To overcome the

problem, the Type IA system has an altitude-hold feature that is active only whet; the

vertical-velocity-command lever is in this detent position (7,erevertical-velocity
command ).

Longitudinal Control in Transition

The longitudinal-command mode remains the same for the Type IA system as for the

Type I system. Longitudinal pilot control for the Type IA system is through a thumb

wheel mounted on the stick (fig. 3). This additional pilot control is required

bucause the lever-mounted thumb wheel, used for longitudinal control in the Type 1

system, is used for flightpath-angle control in the Type ]A system.

Longitudinal Control in Hover

With the Type ] system, longitudinal translation in hover (using thrust deflec-

tion at constant pitbh attitude) is controlled with the left hand through a lever-

mounted thu_m button (rer. I, fig. 2); and in the ease of the AV-8A, lateral transla-

tion (using roll angle) is controlled with the right hand through the stick. Thls

arrangement has led to criticism that the controls were poorly harmonized (ref. I,

p. _6). The problem is overcome in the Type IA system by controlling longitudinal

tranalation with the right hand through the stick. 1_lus, the stick controls both

longitudinal and lateral translation in hover, similar to a helicopter. Control or

pitch attitude in the Type 1£ system is through the stick-grlp-mounted trim button

{ only, at a constant rate or 2e/see.

t ?
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SWITCH 3
\ BUTTON

IMBWHEEL

SWITCH 2

SWITCH 1

Figure 3.- Stick grip.

Lateral Control in Hover

When applied to the AV-8A (no lateral-th-ust deflection), the Type I system uses

roll-attitude command and a flight director to position the aircraft laterally in

hover. This approach was shown to result in high pilot workload, especially in high

turbulence (ref. I, p. 58). The problem is largely due to lack of translational

damping aggravated by lack of visual cues, and can be compensated for only partially

by the use of a flight director. To overcome this problem, the Type IA system Is

provided with a lateral-velocity command mode through roll angle. The relationship

between the pilot command, Vyc, and lateral velocity, Vy, is given the transfer
function

3
V m

...,y_.._. o (1)

Vyc (s+ =0)3

where s iP the Laplace transform variable and =o is the characteristic frequencyI

of the lateral-w, locity command mode. The technique used to desi_ a self-trimlngI

J lateral flight controlaer with the characteristics given by equation (I) is described
i

in reference 5. Following a preliminary fixed-base simulator evaluation, a value for
i

I 8
;
!
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w of 1.75 rad/sec was selected. This value of _ is consistent with results
o o

reported In reference 6.

The well-known superior handling qualities associated with a system with charac-

teristics given by equation (I), coupled with a self-trimming feature, obviate the

need for a lateral flight director in the Type IA system for hover.

Yaw Control in Transition

Although the Type ] system yaw-control mode was not criticized in the last

simulation (ref. I), this does not necessarily mean that the mode is generally satis-

factory. Because the flightpath used in the last simulation was straight, the pilot

did not need to make large lateral maneuvers of the type that would expose weakness

in the yaw-control mode. Fixed-base simulations during the development phase of the

Type IA system using a curved approach path, however, exposed yaw-control-mode defi-

ciencies noted in a previous simulation (ref. 2), and led to a search for a better
control mode.

The yaw-control mode of the Type I system is yaw-rate command complemented by a

turn-coordination input added downstream of the pilot's input and equal to

g tan ¢/V where g is the acceleration due to gravity, ¢ is the roll angle, andx

V× is the inertial longitudlnal velocity. The simulation results reported in refer-
ence 2 indicated that the turn-coordination feature works reasonably well at speeds

above {3 knots end in the absence of winds. However, in the presence of winds, large

sideslip angles develop because the use of inertial velocity Vx in the turn-
coordination input produces a yaw rate that maintains the longitudinal axis of the

aircraft tangential to the flightpath (in plan view), rather than along the direction

of the airstre&m (ref. 2, fig. '_2). A crude estimate of the magnitude of this effect

may be obtained from

V
w

_max = ' ' ' (2)
, ]/VwZ+ V2I x

where 8max is the maximum sideslip angle and Vw is the wind speed. At an iner-
tial speed of 30 knots with a wind of 15 knots, the sideslip angle can be as high as

25°. A simple solution to the problem is to replace Vx in the turn-coordination

input with the airspeed, Va. With this modification the yaw rate commanded by the
turn-coordin-tion input is that required to maintain longitudinal axis coincident

with the airspeed vector. At speeds below 60 knots, even this correction is insuffi-

cient to keep the sideslip angle acceptably low. The problem at these very low

speeds is that yaw rates required for turn coordination are relatively high

(15c/see), and in the turn entry, the lag in the yaw-controller response to the turn-

coordination input causes the aircraft's yaw angle to lag behind that required to

produce zero-sideslip. An estimate of this effect is given by

9
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. 2_gCss

i ASss m_Vx (3)

.i where ASss is the steady sideslip following a turn entry, Css is the steady roll

. angle in the turn, and m_ and _. are the undamped frequency and the damping factor
of the yaw-controller mode. It _hould be noted that equation (3) is independent of

i
the time history of the roll angle during the turn entry. With mS = 2 rad/sec and

_S = 0.75 (table 3 of ref. I) the steady-state sideslip angle afte_ entering a 30o
+ banked turn at 30 knots is 14.3°. A simple solution to this problem is to replace ¢

in _+,eturn-coordination input with the pilot-commanded roll angle Cp. Since the

] roll and yaw controller are designed to have the same dynamic characteristics, Cp
leads ¢ by just the correct amount to counter the yaw lag. Tests were carried out

on the fixed-base simulator using the turn-coordlnatlon input signal g tan ¢ /V .
p a

Pedal-free 360° turns at a cc_stant 30-knot inertial speed, in a wind of 15 knots,

using a roll angle of 30°, resulted in sideslip angles of less than 5o.

During the simulation reported in reference 2, tests were carried out using a

sideslip-angle command mode. Such a yaw-controller mode automatically provides turn

coordination. In smooth air the mode was well-llked because of its speed-independent

sideslip characteristics, and excellent turn coordination. Unfortunately, in

turbulent air the lateral accelerations at the pilot's station made the ride quality

unacceptable. One way to minimize the ride-quallty problem is to provide a sideslip-

angle command mode only when a nonzero sideslip is required (pedals out of the center

: dead band), and a yaw-rate-command mode with turn-coordlnatlon assist when zero

sideslip is desired (pedals in the center dead band). The rationale for these

arrangements is that most of the time, if the turn coordination is acceptable the

pilot will maintain the pedals in the center. This hybrid yaw-controller mode is

employed in the Type IA system. In the implementation of the system it is assumed

! that the output of a lateral accelerometer located at the lateral center of rotation

of the aircraft provides an adequate measurement of sideslip. It follows that the

yaw-controller mode is more accurately described as a lateral-acceleration command.

The parameters of the yaw controller were set to provide an undamped frequency of

I 2 rad/sec and a damping factor of I.

HUD Format

Differences between the Type IA and Type I and HUD formats (fig. 2, and fig. 3

of ref. I) are identified below under the headings of the three major display
subformats.

Attitude display- To aid in differentiating positive and negative pitch atti-

tude, the Type IA system pitch attitude "ladder" uses dashed lines to identify

negative attitudes. In addition, the horizontal "wings" of the fixed airplane symbol

are lengthened to aid in resolving small bank angles (figs. 2(a) and 2(b)).

I0
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Transition display- Digital altitude and airspeed are provided next to the fixed

airplane symbol (fig. 2(b)). In this position this important information falls

within the horlzontal-scan pattern of the pilot as he or she reads the _hree flight

directors.

To advise the pilot that the time to start the deceleration is imminent (ref. I,

p. 57), a large D is presented on the HUD (fig. 2(b)). This symbol appears 5 sec

before the start of deceleration and disappears after a further 5 sec.

Terminal display- One of the _ost important deficiencies of the Type I terminal

display (ref. I, fig. 3(c)) is that the pilot is unable to judge how ear the air-

craft's wheels are from the edge of the landing pad and how far the aircraft's nose

is from the hangar. To provide this information, the Type IA terminal display

(fig. 2(c)) uses a landing-pad symbol that is geometrically similar to the actual pad

and, when the hover-control system is selected, a fixed-aircraft symbol appears that

is a "stick" drawing of the aircraft's plan view, including wheel position, to the

same scale as the landing-pad symbol. Furthermore, when the nose of the aircraft is

within 3 m (10 ft) of the hangar, a row of crosses on the hangar edge of the pad

symbol flashes repeatedly. The distance from. the T-bar (fig. 2(c)) to the bottom of

the aircraft symbol represents the altitude of the wheels above the deck.

TYPE 2A CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEM

A summary of the primary features of the Type 2A system is shown in figure 4.

The major differences between the Type 2A and Type 2 systems may be seen by comparing

figure 4 with figure 4 of reference I. The systems differ significantly in the areas

of longitudinal and _ertical flight directors in transition, and in longitudinal and

lateral control in hover. The control differences may be seen by comparing tables 3

and 4, which specify the pilot-control modes, pilot controls, and flight-director

provisions for the two systems. A detailed comparison of the HUb formats is shown in

figure 5 and figure 5 of reference I. A description of the changes to the Type 2

leading to the Type 2A system and the rationale for these changes is given below.

Longitudinal and Lateral Control in Hover

In hover, both the longitudinal and lateral control modes of the Type 2 system

are attitude command. It was reported in reference I that although the dynamics of

the attitude command were satisfactory, the IMC precision-landlng task, even when

conducted using flight directors, was difficult, especially in high turbulence. Some

of this difficulty was due to deficiencies in the flight-director laws, but the high

workload was usually a direct consequence of the low translational damping of the

aircraft (see "Type IA Control/Display System, Lateral Control in Hover"). To over-

come this problem, both the longitudinal and lateral control modes of the Type 2A

system are translational velocity command through attitude. The implementation and

11
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99 8 8 9 -15 THRUST VECTOR

b j • J JRPM /P_ VECT ANGLE RATE

2- [ 14G . /_;_ITCH

. O0
1

0 .40

20

-I "5 "p_ J

T ....-_ 0

_" -20

-2 -40

VVI 11200 -150 1 5 VEL

LONG LAT ACCEL

SYSTEM I EATURES

• ATTITUDE COMMAND IN TRANSIT'ON

• TRANSLATIONAL VELOCITY COM_ &ND THqOUGH ATTITUDE IN HOVER

". • THRUST AND THRUST VECTOR ANGLE RATE COMMAND

• INTEGRATED POWER AND THRUST VECTf)R ANGLE RATE CONTROLS

• HUD WITH THREE AXES FLIGHT DIRECTORS FOR TRANSITION, AND POWER

FLIGHT DIRECTOR FOR HOVER MANE JVERS AND FINAL DESCENT

Figure 4.- Thrust and thrust vector angle rate command system (type 2A system).

modal dynamic characteristics for both the long._tudlnal an: the lateral degrees of

freedom are identical to those described for the Type IA system lateral control In

hover. Because of the recognized superior characteristics of translatlonal-veloclty

command systems, the Type 2A system, llke the Type IA system, does not employ

longitudinal or lateral flight directors for hover maneuvers and descent.

•I Vertical (Throttle) Flight Director in Tr_n.=itlon
i

I The Type 2 system vertical flight director is too s,msltlve to turbulence during
1 transition (ref. I). This sensitivity is due to the r .atlvelyhlgh bandwidth
{

designed into the director. The hlgh bandwidth was provided to overcome the effects

i of rapidly varying aerodynamic lift during the de(:'leratlon.

A block diagram of the Type 2A system vertical flight director and the asso-

ciated parameter values are shown in figure '. A comparison of figure 6 with
figure 11 of reference I shows that the ve tlcal acceleration feedback has been

I?
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NOTE' FD - FLIGHT DIRECTOR COMMANDED

PC - PILOT COMMANDED

HEADING

DECELERATION LANDINGLATERAL

_ CUE PAD

%

ACCEL. _ \, PC HORIZ VEL /
2. \ "

\\ FD LATERAL 140 _ //_
D CORI_ EcTION 120/ /',_ HORIZ.VEL _, / /

PITCH LADDER ANGLE OF / 100

_,_ j ATTACK 1 FD VERT. VEL / LONG

'3J 7/J (POWER) / VEL "80_ LONG.

"_ ALTITUDE IRSPEED FD POWER STATION-
20 KEEPING

PITCH TRIM AIRCRAFT POINT

INDICATOR 3,,,. S'* SYMBOL ro -1 (VEcT.FDLONG.ANGVEL) 0

"""" _ <_ VERT -20 Io
,.." _* / ECK-2 VEL. -40 INDICATOR

REFERENCE VVI RVEL
VERT. VEL

(a) ATTITUDE DISPLAY (b) TRANSITION DISPLAY (c) TERMINAL DISPLAY

Figure 5.- HUD format breakdown for type 2A system.

PARAMETER VALUES

HOVER MANEUVERS

PARAMETER TRANSITION AND FINAL DESCENT

ko -3.0 lec 2 m -1 0

kh 0.149 sec-2 0.132 wc "2

kl_ 1.0 ze¢-1 1 0 le¢-1

k2h 3.022 dig le¢2 m-1 7.785 dig sic 2 m "1

_h 6.130 w¢ 7.231 N¢

I_R

I_R_i_R kolIRfiR
OPEN LOOP
COMPENSATION

OUTPUT

h ) -- TO HUD

(FIG. 6)

THROTTLE I
POSITION I
LIMITS THROTTLE

POSITION

Figure 6.-Vertical (throttle) flight dic,ector.
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omitted, an open-lonp llft-loss compensation term has been added, and the parameter

values have been markedly changed. These modifications were recommended in refer-

ence I and are discussed here.

The sensitivity of the flight director to external disturbances is reduced not

only by ellmlnating the vertlcal acceleration feedback, but also by increasing the

tlme constant of the trim loop, _h' from 0.333 to 6.13 and adjusting the remaining
parameters to increaoP the overall system (direct coupled, without pllot) tlme con-

stant from 8 see to 10 see. This reduction of sensitivity is apparent in figure 7,

which shows the altltude and throttle error tlme histories for transitions using

first the old fllght director (fig. 7(a)) and ther the new flight dlreetor without

the lift-loss compensation (fig. 7(b)). A comparison of figures 7(a) and 7(b) shows

that throttle errors using the new flight director are roughly one-third of those

using the old fllght director. However, the modifications to achieve thls result

have the undesirable effect of permitting altltude errors to accLmulate during decel-

eration even though the sensitivity of the new flight director to altltude errors

(measured by khk2h) Is increased by a factor of 4.4. This phenomenon points to the

3OO_
ALTITUOE,

150
m

0 _ -

ALTITUDE ERROR" i! _ _m

-15

(a)GAINS GIVEN INREF. I

Figure 7.- Effect of throttle flight director changes (transition).
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need for the open-loop lift-loss compensation signal provided in the new flight

director (fig. 6). The form of this signal is kohRhR, where hR and hR are the

reference vertical velocity and acceleration, and ko is a conttant. It should be
noted here that the lift-loss compensation is a function only of the distance from

the initial station-keeping point. The effect of this compensation is to reduce the

altitude droop significantly. For example, a comparison of figures 7(b) and 7(0)

shows a reduction of altitude droop from 10 ,Ito ;4m measured at an altitude of 30 m.

Vertical (Throttle) Flight Director in Hover

In the Type 2 system, a vertical flight director was provided for both the hover

maneuvers and the final descent phases. For the final descent, the pilot could acti-

vate a hover-polnt reference-descent schedule (Appendix A of ref. I) and the flight

director provided throttle-position direction to follow this schedule. In practice,

the idea of following a specific reference descent proved to be too inflexible. If

the pilot made the decision to descend from the usual 15-m (50-ft) height above the

deck, this decision had to be made about 20 sec before touchdown. However, it is not

possible to predict the motion of th_ deck 20 sec into the future, and in high sea

; states the pilot followed the director for only a short distance during the descent,

after which he moved the throttle solely on the information provided by the T-bar.

It was decided, therefore, to delete the reference-descent schedule and the asso-

ciated fllght-director information.

The throttle flight director for hover maneuvers is retained in the Type 2A

system, and is of the same form as for transition, but with different parameters

(fig. 6). In hover, the sensitivity of the Type 2A flight director to altitude

change is 20 times greater than that of the Type 2, while maintaining the same 10-sec

time constant. This increase of sensitivity can be achieved only by accepting a

large increase in the value of the trim-loop time constant, _h' from 0.3333 to

7.231. This increase of _h is acceptable in hover, since the vertical force change
on the aircraft caused by external disturbances and maneuvering is much less in hover
than in transition.

Longitudinal (Thrust-Vector-Angle) Flight Director

The major problem with the Type 2 system longitudinal flight director (ref. I,

p. 59) is that substantial residual velocities and accelerations (3 _i/secand

I m/sec 2) can exist at the end of transition, making it difficult for the pilot to

acquire the initial station-keeping point. Two conceptual modifications to improve

the director are advanced in reference I, and a combination of the two is incorpor-

ated into the Type 2A system longitudinal flight director. These modifications and

their implementation are described here.

OnE way to reduce the terminal transition errors is to reshape the switching

lines (ref. 1, fig. 7) to maintain a tighter control alon8 the upper switching
line. This reshaping attempts to increase the amount of lead information from
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acceleration, especially in the region of small acceleration errors, by adding a

linear term to the equations defining the switching lines. The shapes of the

switching lines used for the Type 2A and Type 2 longitudinal flight directors are

shown in figure 8. The general analytical form for these lines is

KI(A _ )2

Line AB: AVx = AVU x K2 IA_xl
2glf,I

2
K1(AVx ) i .a. i

Line BC: AVx - AVu * + K21AVxl..
2gl_.1

KI(AVx)2

Line DE: AVx " AVL K21AVxl
2gl_1

K1 (AVx)2

Line EF: AVx - AVL + + K21t,VxI
2gl_.1

whete

AV longitudinal velocity error
x

. AVU upper longitudinal velocity error at zero acceleration error

AVL lower longitudinal velocity error at zero acceleration error

AV longltudinal acceleration error
x

g acceleration due to gravity

thrust vector angle rate (fixed) in rad/sec

K I,K2 constant g=4ns

Note that with KI - I and K2 - O, equation (4) becomes identical wlth equation (I)

given in reference I.

Tests were performed on the fixed-base s_mulator to establish suitable values

of KI and K2. With KI - I and K2 - 2, and the thrust-vector-angle rate increased
from 1=/see to 2°/see, the velcoity and acc_.eration errors occurring at the end of

transition were reduced to about one-half of tn_se made when using the Type 2 system

; director, although the number of operations of the thrust-vector-rate switch (TI/RS)

was doubled.
{

I
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_-- TYPE 2 SYSTEM (REF 1)

TYPE 2A SYSTEM
15 ..............

\ Y_
I SWITCH IN DIRECTION

'_ OF INCREASII_IG THRUST

_. _ 5 ' I \, __ VECTOR ANGLE

" -_ I \

0
er
,,e 0
LU
Z

o C)
<C SWITCH OFF= \kM
,_l .........
LU

u -s . A{ \U " ---

SWITCH IN DIRECTION

OF DECREASING THRUST

VECTOR AN(JLE
-1.0 •

'ill-1.s I
-8 -6 -4 -2 0 2 4 6 8

VELOCITY ERROR, AV x. m/slc

i
i Figure 8.- Cc_parlson of longitudinal flight director switching lines.
i

f

i Although the reduction in both velocity and acceleration errors made it eamJer

{ to accp_ire the initial station-keeping point, the pitch transients that occurred upon

switching to the Type 2A translational-veloclty system were often unacceptable

(+5°). These pitch transients are caused by the nonzero velocity and acceleration at

the control-mode switch point. The need to further reduce the velocity and accelera-

tion at the control-mode switch point clearly demonstrates the need to implement the

second suggestion of refere-_e I{ namely, an automatic switch to a second set of

switching lln_ defined on _'_e phase-plane o£ velocity and acceleration errors rela-

tive to the Inltlal station-keeping point. The switch from one set of switching

loglc to the other takes place at a fixed predetermined distance from the initial

station-keeping point (tests resulted In the selection of 5 m).

The terminal switching diagram is shown in flguPe 9, and the analytical forms of

the switching lines are
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NOIE THRUST VECTOR ANGLE (_')CONVENTION
{" - 0 AFT

," - qO VEFITICAL

F SWITCH IN DIRECTION

OF INCREASING THRUST

VECTOR ANGLE

5

i. A
°_

_ , S S_,TCHTO

__ 0 ' ' ' ' ' ' ' ' q t FI|

' HOVER MODE

" 7 T T I 1
-i

q

-b

SWITCH IN DIRECTION

OF DECREASING THRUST
VECTOR ANGLE

-10

_2 0 -1_5 -1.0 - 5 0 5 1 0 i 5 2 0

VELOCITY. Vl. m/imc

Figure 9.- Longitudinal flight director switching lines when close to

Initial statlon-keeping point.

V2 •
x

Line ABC: Vx - VU 2gi¢1

v21"
X

Line DEF: Vx - VL 2glcl
(5)

Line EA: Vx " VU

Llne FB: Vx " VL
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where

Vx longitudinal velocity relative to the initial statlon-keeplng point

VU upper longitudinal velocity at zero acceleration

VL lower longitudinal velocity at zero acceleration

ix longitudinal acceleration relative to the initial station-keeping point

Vu,VL constant limit values of longitudinal acceleration

When the phase-plane trajectory is in the area above the llne DEABC of figure 9, the

pilot is directed by the HUD (see HUD Format) to press the TVRS in the direction of

increasing thrust vector angle (decelerate), whereas if the trajectory is in the area

below the line DEFBC, the pilot is directed to accelerate. When the trajectory

passes into the area ABFE, the pilot is directed to switch to the hover mode. A

series of tests carried out on the fixed-base simulator resulted in the following

selection el"the parameter values: VU = -VL = 0.457 m/see (1.5 f_/seo) and
Vu = -VL 0.152 m/see 2 (0.5 ft/see2). With these parameter values, the pltoh tran-
sient following the mode switch is always less than I°.

HUD Format

Differences between the Type 2A and Type 2 HUD formats (fig. 5 and fig. 5 of

ref. I) largely paralIel those between the Type IA and Type I HUD formats. One ele-

ment was added to the Type 2A HUD format: a large S whleh appears in the same

p_sition as the large D (fig. 5(b)), and indicates to the pilot that the aircraft's

acceleration and velocity are sufficiently small that the switch can be made to the

hover mode without incurring a large pitch transient.

OPERATIONAL DESCRIPTION OF CONTROL/DISPLAY SYSTEMS

In operation, the Type IA and Type 2A systems differ from the Type I and Type 2

systems in many details. To facilitate a full ap_'eclation of these differences, a

complete step-by-step description is given of the intended piloting procedures during
a typical approach and landing. This description may be compared with that given in
reference 1 for the Type I and Type 2 systems.

Typical Landing Using Type IA System

J

It is assumed that at the start of the aporoach the aircraft is on the glide
slope with the scheduled speed and Pate of descent, but is displaced laterally from

.' the fllghtpath and trimmed at a pitch attitude which Is different from that required,!
0

i

J.w " _4b _'L. : " b
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at touchdown. With these conditions, the pilot will have the flightpath-angle-

command thumb wheel (fig. I) and the longi_.L'dlnal-acceleratlon thumb wheel (fig. 3)

positioned so that the two pilot-command symbols on the left and right scale_ of the

HUD (fig. 2(b)) match the corresponding flight-directoc gymbols.

The actions taken by the pilot during the approach and lanoing are detailed

below.

I. T_e pilot acquires the fllghtpath using the lateral stick in conjunction

! with th6 lateral flight director (fig. 2(b)). When the curved segment of the flight-
path is reached, the lateral flight director makes a sudden move to signal tne need

to bank the aircraft. The pilot uses the lateral stick to recenter the flight direc-

., tor, thereby establishing the bank _ngle required to track the curved segment.

2. At a predetermined distance from the in_tial station-keeping point (this

distance depends on the preselected level of longitudinal deceleration during transi-

tion), the large D (for decelerate) appears on the HUD (fig. 2(b)), and 5 sec later

the acceleration flight-dlrector (right scale of fig. 2(b)) moves from zero to indi-

cate the required deceleration. The pilot, alerted by the D to the imminent need

to decelc;ate, moves the stick-mounted thumb wheel (fig. 3) until the pilot accelera-

tion-command symbol matches the acceleration flight-director symbol. Five seconds

after the start of deceleration, the D disappears from the HDD.

3. Since the desired flightpath angle is constant, the vertical-velocity flight

director will indicate a gradually reducing rate-of-descent requirement as the air-

craft d_celerates. However, with flightpath-angle co_aand, the aircraft automati-

cally reduces its rate of descent to maintain the flightpath angle constant. There-

fore, the actual and fllght-director indicated rates of descent deviate only

slightly, and often only a single, small, additional pilot input is required during
ti,eentire transition.

4. At about 100 knots, the pilot retrims the _ircraft, in pitch, to tlletouch-

down attitude. The pilot may retrim in either of two ways: by using the trim button

(fig. 3), which changes the pitch attitude at 2°/sec; or by pressing the trim reset

button (switch 3 in fig. 3), so that the control system automatically retrims at

2°/sec to the preset touchdown attitude. When either technique is used, the final

trimmed pitch attitude is indicated on the display (fig. 2(a)). It should be noted

here that the trim rate for the Type I system is 4°/sec. The reduct'.on to 2°/sec for

the Type IA system reflects a preference among the pilots for a lower trim rate.

5. The transition continues with the pilot following the three flight-director

symbols (lateral, longitudinal, and vertical) with the appropriate controls, wi_ile

using the pedals to keep the lateral-acceleration symbol (fig. 2(a)) centered.

6. At 100 m (328 ft) from the initial station-keeping point, the symbol repre-

senting the statlon-keeping point appe- 3 on the HUD; and, when the aircraft's speed

relative to the station-keeping point is less than 10 m/sec (32.8 ft/sec), the hori-

zontal relatlve-veloclty arrow appears on the HUD (fig. 2(c)). This arrow is the

projection of the relative-velocity vector in the horizontal plane. Assum'.ng that
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the pilot hes followed the flight directors reasonably closely, the initial station-

keeping point will approach the fixed aircraft symbol with r_duclng relative veloc-

ity. Eventually, the vertlcal-velocity and acceleration flight directors will both

indicate zero, the relative velocity vector will be small, and the pilot will usually

have the longltudinal-acceleratlon thumb wheel in the detent, but the flightpath-

control thumb wheel may not be in the detent. In any event, the position of these

thumb wheels at the switch point is not important to subsequent events.

: 7. A, this point in the landing, the pilot changes control modes and hand con-

trols by pressing switch no. I on the stick (rig. 3). This action changes the con-

trol system from longitudinal-acceleratlon command through the stick thumb wheel to

longitudlnal-velocity command through the stick, from roll-rate command through the

stick to lateral-velocity commar:d through the stick, and from flightpath-angle com-

mand through the lever thumb wheel to vertical-veloclty command through the lever

(table I). Since the stick is usually in the center position when the _witch is

made, the residual velocity of the aircraft relative to the initial station-keeping

point is automatically reduced to zero. The pressing of switch No. I also introduces

the pilot-command horizontal-velocity arrow on the HUD (fig. 2(c)).

8. With the vertical-velocity lever in the detent (altitude-hold feature

active), the pilot moves the stick so that the pilot-command arrow on the HUD points

: to the initial station-keeping point. In this manner, the pilot brings the aircraft

symbol and initial station-keeping-point symbol together.

9. The pilot then presses switch He. 2 on the stick (fig. 3), and the station-

keeping-point symbol on the HUD jumps to the center of the landing pad.

I0. The pilot moves the stick to bring the aircraft symbol and station-keeping-

point symbol (now in i_s final position) together•

11. When the altitude is less than 30 m (100 ft) above the deck, the deck-

altitude-lndicator symbol (T-bar) appears on the HUD (fig. 2(c)). The pilot uses the

vertical-velocity indicator and T-bar to Judge the final descent to touchdown. At

the instant of touchdown, the pilot pulls back the vertical-velocity lever to reduce

the engine speed to Idle.

Typical Landing Using Type 2A System

The aircraft's state at the start of the approach is assumed to be the same as

that in the description of the use of the Type IA system. The pilot is assumed to

have the power and thrust-vector-angle levers positioned correctly for the start-of-

approach conditions.

The actions taken by the pilot during the approach and landing are detailed

: below.

i I. The pilot acquires and maintains position on the f!ightpath using the
l

lateral stick in conjunction with the lateral flight dlrector (fig. 5(b)).

.1
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2. At a predetermined point, the large D appears on the HUD to signal that

the start of deceleration is imminent. Five seconds later, the longitudinal (thrust-

vector-angle) flight director indicates _he start of deceleration by a broad arrow on

the HUD, pointing down'._rd (fig. 5(b)). The pilot has the option of pressing the

TVRS, or, if a nose-up trim change is required to reach the landing attitude, of

making the trim change. Executing either or both of these options causes the air-

craft to decelerate. Eventually the arrow symbol wil) disappear, indicating that the

speed/acceieratlon error criterion is satisfied. While starting to decelerate, the

pilot must follow the vertical (power) flight director to maintain position on the

glide slope.

3. The transition continues with the pilot following the lateral, longitudinal,

and vertical flight dlrectors using the stick, power lever, and TVRS, respectively.

The longitudinal flight director will indicate a downward-pointing arrow (increase

the thrust-vector anFle) six to eight times and may, under some circumstances, indi-

cate an up arrow (decrease the thrust-vector angle).

When the aircraft is close to the initial station-keeplng point (less than 5 m),

the terminal thrust-vector-angle flight director becomes active and usually signals

to the pilot for two or three activations of the T@RS in fairly rapid succession,

after which the velocity and acceleration are small enough that a switch to the hover

mode can be made. The switch point is indicated by a large S on the HUD.

4. The pilot then pr_ses switch No. I on the stick grip. This action changes

the control system from pitch-attitude and roll-rate commands through the stick to

longitudinal- and lateral-veloclty commands through the stick. Pitch-rate command is

retained through the trim button, but is attained by rotating the thrust-vector angle

at 2°/sec. The pressing of switch No. I also introduces the pilot-command horizon-

tal-veloclty arrow on the HUD (fig. 5(c)).

5. The p_lot commands the appropriate longitudinal and lateral velocities to

bring the aircraft close to the tnltlal station-keeping point.

6. The pilot then presses switch No. 2 on the stick grip, and the station-

keeping-point symbol on the HUD Jumps to the center of the landing pad.

7. The pilot moves the stick to bring the aircraft symbol and station-keeping-

point symbol (now in its final position) together while simultaneously following the

vertical flight director with the throttle to maintain a constant altitude.

8. Once satisfied with the location of the aircraft over the deck, the pilot

presses switch No. 2 a second time. This action deactivates the throttle flight

directo, and the pilot perform.s the final descent using throttle and T-bar only.
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SIMULATION

Simulation Models

The _odels used for the AV-8A Harrier, Spruance-class destroyer (DD 963), ship

air-wake, and Isotropic turbulence were the same as those used in the simulation

reported in reference I.

Scope of the Simulation

The areas of evaluation and comparison of the contro]/display systems are sum-

marized in the following sections.

I. Operational acceptability of the task

2. Pilots' evaluations of transitions and landings

3. Task performance parameters

4. Control use

5. Evaluation of the HUD formats

6. Evaluation of the pilot-control modes

7. Evaluation of the flight directors

8. Evaluation of the pilot controls (Inceptors)

9. Simulation equipment limitations

Following the lead established in reference I, the approach and landing task was

divided into two parts. One part was the approach transition starting at 120 knots

and ending at the initial statlon-keeping point. The other was the hover maneuvers

and final descent starting at the initial statlon-keeplng point and ending at touch-

down. These two parts will be termed "transition" and "landing," respectively.

The reference approach path used throughout the simulation is shown in

figure 10. This path has an initial straight segment, a curved segment 2553 m

(8377 ft) long with a radius of 2438 m (8000 ft), and a final straight segment 305 m

(1000 ft) long. The final segment terminates at the initial station-keeping point.

The flightpath has a constant -3 ° slope, and the headings of the initial and final

straight segments are 30° and 90 °, respectively. Since the ship is heading due east,

the final segment is parallel to the ship (fig. 11).

In the previous simulation (ref. I), the pilots noted that the initial station-

keeping point was located in the ship air-wake for some test conditions, and such a

location may be operationally unacceptable for these conditions. Despite this
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NOTE SHIP HEADING DUE EAST
FINAL FLIGHT PATH HEADING DUE EAST

FLIGHTPATH ANGLE CONSTANT AT -3 deg

____---

3658 m - - -- -__
N ..../

APPROACH P/:TH OF N

REF 1 SIMULATION
\ SHIP

• -_7
,%

• _ _ 2_,38 m RADIUS STRAIGHT t_ E

_. _ STRAIGHT INITIAl. STATION-
KEEPING POINT

/__ INITIAL

/

Figure I0.- Plan vlew of approach path.

N

/HORIZONTAL tRANSLATION

AT CC JSTANr ALTITUDE

" (2,_ w,=ABOVE SEA LEVEL) FINAL STATION-

_-- ,., KEEPING PO'NT

NG

REF. , S,MULAT,ON ENNO,OF_IA]_;N:_TION "___._.____
KEEPING POINT --'_-...._.._ _______

30 m STARBOARD, 30 mAFT OF TOUCHDOWN _ ,_--_--_

POINT, 25 m ABOVE SEA LEVEL / "_'-_.._
ALTERNATE

WIND OVER DECk
DIRECTIONS

NOTE: TRANSITION GLIDE SLOPE -3 ° (SEE TABLE 5)

Figure 11.- Geometry of £1nal approach.

; possible objection, the same location of the initial station-keep[ng point was used;

!_ namely, 30 m (100 ft) to starboaro, 30 m (100ft) aft of the touchdown point, and

i 25 m (82 ft) above sea level. The decision to retain the same location was motivated

by the desire to provide continuity b_ween the two simulations.
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Throughout the tests the aircraft was assumed to start the approach 3658 m

(12,000 ft) from the initial station-keeping point at a speed of 120 knots relative

to the ship. The reference flightpath altitude at the 3658-m (12,000-ft) point is
2

217 m (712 ft) above sea level. A reference longitudinal decelerat:_on of 0.91 m/sec

(3 ft/sec 2) was standard throughout the tests. The rate-of-descent variation with

altitude corresponding to the initial relative speed of 120 knots and 0.91 m/sec 2

deceleration is shown in figure 16 of reference I.

The two environmental variables associated with the transition task are air

turbulence and visibility. Free-alr turbulence levels were varled up to a maximum of

3.05 m/sec (,, f_/sec) rms. Visibility conditions were the same as those used in

reference I; namely, a ceiling of 30 m (I00 ft) and a runway visual range (RVR) of

213 m ,0C "_). With the -3 ° flightpath angle, the ship becomes visible at a range

of about 150 m (500 ft). All transitions were started with the aircraft displaced

from the reference flightpath 46 m (150 ft) laterally and 15 km (50 ft) vertically.

The geometry of the nominal landing is shown in figure 11. The environmental

conditions in the vicinity of the ship were identical to those used in the tests

described in reference I These conditions are given in table 5. To facilitate an"

appreciation of the effect of sea state on the landing task, the standard deviations

of the deck angles and landing point displacements are given in table 6, and the

standard deviations of the associated velocities are given in table 7. It is not

possible to characterize adequately the ship-alr-wake turbulence with onL_ or two

parameters, as can be done with ship motinn, because the turbulence and mean air-

speeds vary considerably with position. However, some indication of the magnitude of

the air disturbances is shown in figure 12, which gives the airspeeds ir the air-

craft's x, y, and z body-fixed axes system during typical landings for each of the

environmental condltJons given in table 5. Of particular note is the rapid reduction

of longitudinal airspeed in the final descent due to the shielding effect of the

hangar.
TABLE 5.- SIMULATION ENVIRONMENT,,L CONDITIONS

r II I P ....Condition Sea
, Vs' Us' _w' _WOD' Vw' VWOD' Hs' To'

no. i

state Iknots Ideg , deg _deg_30 knots knots m sec
I 6 I 25 120

25.0043.305.4915.13
2 5 25 120 I-60 -30 25.00 43.30 3.66 13.50

3 5 20 11201-60 -30 20.00 34.64 3.66 13.50

4 5 I0 135 -45 -30 19.32 27.32 3.66 13.07

5 5 25 !180 0 0 20.00 45.00 3.66 12.07
6 5 5 180 0 0 20.00 25.00 3.66 11.51
7 4 25 105 -75 -30 17.68 34.15 2.10 10.6o

8 3 25 105 -75 -30 17.68 34.15 1.40 8.80
9 3 20 105 -75 -30 14.14 27.32 1.40 8.80

10 3 25 90 -90 -30 14.43 28.87 I.40 8.80

11 3 15 120 -60 -30 15.00 [ 39,00 i 1.4012 3 25 180 n o _4.00 i

13 3 i 5 180 0 0 14.00 19.00 i 1.40 8.80
14 O 10 - -68.6 -30 8.O7 15.00 0 -
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TABLE 6.- STANDARD DEVIATIONS OF SHIP POSITION

I I ICondition o , o , ox , o , o ,

no. ¢ _ I Xcg ] Ycg I zcg £P Y£P Z£P I

deg deg deg I m i m 1 m I m m m
!

I 3.13 1.O5 0.45 0.24 , 0.71 1.51 0.45 0.63 1.67
2 2.03.77.30.15 .421.02 30 .401.17

3 2.38.80.34.16 .44 .96 32 461.12

4 2.92.97,36.23 .32 .72 43 .91 .98

5 0 93 0 .13 0 .81 31 0 1.09

6 0 .90 0 .25 0 .44 43 0 .72

7 1.11 .34.17.05 .27 .60 12 .18 .65

8 .57.24.11 .03 .14 .39 06 .16 .44

9 .65 .26 .12 .03 .15 .38 .08 18 .43

10 .65.09.04.01 .23 .36 .03 .22 .37

11 .62 .35 .13 .04 .08 .29 .11 18 .41

12 0 .210 .020 .17 .060 .25

13 10 .24O .04 0 .09 090 .20

14i0 0 0 I0 0 0 0 0 0
L__

TABLE 7.- STANDARD DEVIATICNS OF SHIP VELOCITY

Condition o$, o@, o_, O)_cg, o. , o_. , o. , o_. ,no. Ycg cg Y£p _p

deg/sec deg/sec deg/sec m/sec m/see m/sec m/sec im/sec i m/sec

I 2.00 0.90 0.36 0.15 i 0.41 1.10 0.32 0.46 1.31
t

2 1.39 .69 .26 .I0 i .27 .82 .23 .35 .98

3 I .57 .69 .28 .11 .27 .72 .24 .38 .91

4 I .82 .75 .24 .14 .18 .47 .29 .53 .73

5 0 .90 0 .I1 0 .75 .27 0 I .05

6 0 .63 0 .14 0 .29 .27 O .52

7 .88 .32 .18 .04 .?.I .53 .10 .20 .59

8 .55 .25 .14 .02 .13 .38 .06 .20 .44

9 .59 .26 .14 .03 .13 .36 .07 .21 .42

10 .50 .09 .04 .01 .18 .31 .03 .18 .32

11 .54 .35 .13 .03 .07 .28 .I0 .18 .40

12 ! 0 .23 0 .02 0 .19 .06 0 .28

13 i 0 .20 0 .03 0 .08 .07 0 .17
I

14 I 0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0
I
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The test parameters and configuration assumed for the AV-8A are given in

table 8. The weight of 77,840 N (!7,500 Ib) and maxlmum thrust of 85,628 N

I (19,250 ib) gtve a maximum, free-air, hoverlng thrust/weLght ratio of 1.1. This

maximum englne thrust was kept constant throughout the tests. The aircraft welght

was varLed only for those tests used to evaluate the effects of reduced thrust/weight

ratio during landing. Throughout the tests, the effects of engine ratLng, tLme

limits, and fuel consumptLon on the aircraft's parameters were suppressed. Also

TABLE 8.- AV-8A TEST PARAMETERS CONFIGURATION;
NO STORES, GEAR DOWN, FLAPS AT 50°

Parameter Value

Weight 77,840 N (17,500 ib)

Maximum thrust 85,628 N (I_,250 ]b) ^

X moment of lnertla 7,807 kg m_ (5,758 slug ftz_

Y moment of inertia 39,476 kg m2 (29,116 slug ft_)

Z moment of inertia 43,769 kg m2 (32,282 _lug f_2)
XZ product of tnertla 1,971 kg m _(1,454 slug ft_)

Maximum RCS pitch control 0.56 rad/sec z

power (nose up)
Maximum RCS pitch control 0.86 rad/sec 2

power (nose down)
Maximum RCS roll control 1.68 rad/sec 2

power

Maximum RCS yaw control 0.44 rad/sec 2

power

Note: RCS - reaction control system. All control powers

are for singular demand.
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C_

Figure 12.- Turbulence in typie=l landing from initial station-keeping

point to touohdown.
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."lgure 12.- Continued.
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CONDITION NO 5 CONDITION NO 6

Vwo D _ 45.0_)knots Vwo D =25.00 knots
_WOD = 0 _;WOD" 0'

• o L°ALTITUDE ABOVE ........... ..... t ' _.-._J.-r_._'_: ":;+.;:'. SO ft
LANDING POINT. 15 __' ...... t-_- /

30 I ....... 100

LONG.DISTANCE 30 '_ ............. IO0

I ....................
i

LAT. DISTANCE -30 .............. 100r ............ : , ' , ' :,:'Ii

FROM LANDING 0

100 .,_ .......................... :',_i 100

AIRSPEED, t. : : _ ; _ _ : _ _ .......

: 0 , " ,' 0

30..i...._,,.:_......:_.,_I ..... I........_'I:!*;_°°
BODY AXIS LONG. __"_ ::i :'':,t:'' :::::':,'' ;'

AIRSPEED, UB. 15 ".__" "':-' :'::'" :::''':' :"-:_ '' _50 ft/lK

BODY AXIS LAT. 0 ,_ +;_ :_-_ _ ?"F'T_ '_"I"r'.Fi-'f'_.p_N'a,_ 0

AIRSPEED, VB, . _, _: _t ?;_?t _':T_ ": h/we
"I' ,,,r , -75

" ,i]: _ _._,_;,;',_ .. . '...'.. :'" .1

AIRSPEED' Wg" ' _ _ ' _ _-_= J=i _" _I _._ fl/_¢

. o___ _!_ _

Ftgur'e 12.- Continued.
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III

CONDITION NO 7 CONDITION NO 8

VWO O = 34.15 knots VWO D = 34.15 knot=

_WOD "-30" VWOD = -30_

LANDING POINT. 15 h
' m +__ _-'__ __'_'___ :'-_._::_-

LONG. DISTANCE 30 + : : LZ+.Z+.._.'__..;-:_ : :_.+ : ::: :+-+ _+___'-'_-:+ _+:'+-_ 100

FROM LANDING 0 + • - . ..... - ....

;.., + ;+T'+.._+_Z2 :+: : +-:_ ,+:2 3:+5. _+_,-+-+--+-_+--_+--+-,+ _ .... +-++-+-_+-100

POINT (PO3.STBD), _, ___ _.....___ . ._

m 30 _ __+:7"_-:3_.-::-,+ : :-.... :'-_ 100
........... + ..........................

_ _ __--
knots rio ;_=JL,_,=-'_I:_,.:_ :_r_]:[;:L_::[ _ :' :_,,iu, v knots

BOOYAX,SLONG I:

0 T ...... . ......

S ._+,;..;i_; .... '_+ .::g.,ir_lMti. ;_,+.-+._:_,..l;_-;+,-+.: ,_+;+:4_;.+.+[,_;_25

BODY AXIS VERT. ,++,++,++,.,_.,+] ........ ','P ;_

AIR,_I,EED.WB. +,+..+,_$:+:,++_ +'L++±',+tf+.:_:, '' .+-Li41_II

+ .,.• " - '"++ _ ' "'+ + - 'i

m/_¢ 0 p+++;t ; _: : I; ._,+ +-mrmT _++ "'+:;_-s .... t '++....... +.... "+ , +,+:_,+.I; ;i '++!" I

_°++_i'+;_;...... +(t+........ ':':+++......... ; +,,,,_H._+,Im
....... _:_ .... ++;;_ +:,+::+ TTR,,,,+,; _+............ +..... • .... .-.... , , i _+ .t_t ,_+,

HEADING. +;,.,,L__ ;_--_- ' ...... dell+,,+ o +.+;.:_+;u;:, ;;:;._........ :__++ :;; ;+-++_-.++:o,+_. ,._ ._.,_+.+, + +.,++,+,
, i- + t+ ++t'+p,+.-'< ' + ,++++ ++++-+

+ ....... ++++++..................... +++ ;' _'+, '_::+_ _'-m-.o '+r +_;+:.............. + _++.+_,++ . +

Figure 12.- Continued.
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CONDITION NO 9 CONDITION NO 10

VWOD =27 32 knots Vwo D = 2B87 knotl
vWOD = -30'_ _WOO" 30'

310 ' !00

LONG DISTANCE 30 '+ . . : if::! : . ; t:: ;;; : : : ;:; ' : : . .100

FROM LANDING 0 +:+'': _: i h
POINT (POS.FWD}, :..._;+.,T+: ! i ; ; : " _, " "+'_ _ _ ......

_"'+" ' + + :_:!:'::+": .... :'+t:-1oom -30 +
-30 .......... : .... _;.+; ,i ....... ; ....... 100

LAT DISTANCE ....... ; ' ,++ 't+ _[ .... _l_ ........
....... +, ............. + ........_ROM LANDING 0 , :

+, ,+ ++++,_++ _,+POINT(POS. STBD). _,++_+L,,,,p._,_+ +++_ : ..,_|,
m 3o _ ' , _-_:: ;' ;_00

AIRSPEED. . .............. I. ; = .+_ +.+_. +...+-. +-P- , I ,,,,,.,,+o+-::+-:+;.....:: ....++::- +++.+ ' ' + .... i

+_:._:. :.. : : . . .+; .t+._+ _':LT-t:_.++_, _ :_ ++':t.+,T.t_+so k_o.• _ t+P"+"+,,_!, _'_, i I"P_+_ + _ P_f 'O
• , .

30............... ::-+. __+++u: +/_.+..,+.+++.++.,++-++u++_ _ _+-+++,_+_+++- _+ '+ +++; ._'+._' ++ ,+ 100
BODY AXIS LONG.

0

8 . .;;'+;;,*I; ' ,|_r + L+._.LI_ZI1L..£.L:..i.;LL,_M.,L_L,.,13..I.' ' ,J'+ + ' '

BODY AX IS LAT. C _,;,'m_----,m,+++r + ; ; ; : ++;'r -- +_ l,.

m/_¢ :: :+ :_-_ ::_ ::+t ;; '_; +" "+
..... +.+.+..++.., , _+++ +_+,.

.oo,,+,..v,,,,
;:;;:;+_,;-,+_;;:+; + ....

: ' ! hlu¢AIRSPEED' WB' _7_ . +_u.,_H= r- .... -....
m/_ 0

-I

T.+ :3;- + + ;-+; .r...___ _+; ...,,o,,o. +  mmmmm + dll

-10 + --_ r"_=_t'-'P-r_t_="zT'm +.rm',r:'_ t-+_-

Figure 12.- Continuod,
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CONDITION NO, 11 CONDITION NO. 12

VWOo - 2S.N kno_ VWOD - 31)00 knots
_WOD "on " '_'WOD 0

ALTITUOEASOVE ;::L_t_,_lil I rfj_.._, ,i:,,:,50LANDING POINT, 15 -_ " ft

;::;;[!!:.:I_i:,ii!! iii_oo30 , , , , , , ,

FROM LANDING _r : ;;;l;[t;Ilr_.;:i!:I;:: ':

__ ,_,;r_T,_H,;; ,,:,;iii Io tt-( POINT (PO$ FWD), _' : _ _Jr,_ 11'_t I ! I ! ',_
_ ...... .tgI!!_T_HI...... ,___T!l!!!:t!'_!..:f:;...-_oo

LAT DISTANC[

• POINT (PO$.RTBD), .r_+ i_ i'tr!: h
•; " 3o _ii', @'_!!?I:: ,:!, _oo

AIRSPEED, ke_s

AIRSPEED. VB, h/me
roll

-22 _ -_1_

,,,,._._,_,.... ___ ____-_......._.......h...i,.
AIRSPEED.W-,_ _ ..... _ .... ._:i,:" '' " _i flVm

t,-

Figure 12.- Cont;lnued.
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_.-., _ iI_-

Figure 12.- Concluded.
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: given in table 8 _-e tb.e maximum attitude-reectton-control powers for singular

demand.

In addition to the tests of the Type IA and Type 2A systems, a series3 of vari-

ants of the Type IA system were tested to compare different arrangements of pilot

contrels (inceptors) for the coptrol of altitude and speed. Any two of the four

available Type IA pilot controls (lever, lever thumb wheel, stick, and stick thu,nb

wheel) were selected to perform the entire approach and landing, for a total of

12 combinations. These tests were performed in a turbulence of 1.22 m/sec (4 ft/sec)

and ship enviro_nental condition 7 (sea state 4) using the pilot control modes of the

Type IA system. Prlor to the evaluation of each control combination, the pilot per-

formed at least two constant-altitude visual approaches and landings to determine the

most natural "sense" of the control (e.g., thumb wheel forward for descent). These

_'i Drellminary tests were very important for unusual control arrangements.

Also evaluated during the tests were the transition yaw-controller mode used

_ both in the Type IA ann Type 2A systems, and an alternate flightpath-angle rate-

co,_nand system for vertical control Jn the Type IA system during transition.

i Before recording data for each major test phase, the pilots were given some time

in the simulator to familiarize themselves with the control/display system and the

task. All the pilot ratings for the various tests were based on the standard Cooper-

: Har,per handling-qualities rating scale given in figure 13.

!
Simulation Equipment

The tests were c<)nducted using the Ames FSAA. This simulator and its dynamic

performance are fully described in reference 7. Details of the simulator motion-

drlve-washout logic used in the tests are given in appendix C of reference I.

The cockpit instrument panel used for the tests is shown in figure 14. This

instrument panel differed somewhat from that used in the tests described in refer-

ence I. Although this panel does not duplicate that of an AV-SA Harrier, it is a

closer representation than that used in the previous tests. In any case, the primary

source of information required by the pilot is provided by the HUD. Force and
I

displacement characteristics of the stick and pedals are given in reference I.

The equipment used to provide a view out of the cockpit and of the HUD was the

same as that used in the previous tests.

The 1/250-scale model of a DD 963 Spruance-class destroyer used in the previous

tests was again used, but the shlp-motlon drive mechanism provided a full six degrees

of freedom.

As in the previous simulation, a Xerox Corporation Sigma-8 computer operating at

a frame time of 55 msec was used for overall control of the simulation, and a Digital

Equipment Corporation PDP-11/55 was used to generate the HUD at an update frame time

of 110 msec.
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Figure 14.- Photograph of instrument panel.

Pilot Experience

Three pilots participated in the simulation: one from United Kingdom's Royal

Aircraft Establishment (RAE), Bedford, England; one from United Kingdom's Civil Avia-

tion Authority (CAA); and one from NASA Ames Research Center.

The RAE pilot had a total £1ight experience of 2300 hr, including 1200 hr in

various marks of Harrier aircraft in the VSTOL, ground attack, reconnaissance, and

test-flying roles. He participated in the sea trials to develop HUD formats and

operational techniques now used for the recovery of Sea Harriers to Invincible-class

ships in poor weather and at night. He also participated in the October 1979 simula-

tion study at NASA Ames Research Center (ref. I).
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The CAA pilot had a total flight experience of+ 4600 hr of which 4000 hr were in

helicopters. He had no jet VTOL experlence and only minimal HUD experience. His

participation in the current simulation was restricted to evaluatlr,g various pilot-

control (inceptor) arrangements.

The NASA Ames pilot had a total flight experience of 7600 hr and had partici-

pated in a variety of VTOL research projects, including the X-14, X-22, and XV-5. He

also had about 5 hr of Har_ier experience, and had participated in the previous
_ simulat+on.

In the results section of the report, the pilots are identified by their ini-

tials: PD is the RAE pilot, PH is the CAA pilot, and RG is the NASA Ames pilot.

SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

Results presented here are organized under the headings listed earlier in "Scope

of the Simulation." Additional comments of the RAE pilot are presented in
reference 8.

Operational Acceptability of the Task

Even though for some test conditions the initial statlon-keeplng point was in

the ship's air wake (see "Scope of the Simulation"), the pilots regarded the task as

both an operationally acceptable and a well-balanced test of all the important

control/dlsplay elements.

Although the deceleration schedule used in the current tests was identical to

that used in the previous tests, the pilots reported significantly less workload Just

prior to the switch to the hover mode. The reasons for this improvement are to be

found in the particular characteristics of the Type IA and Type 2A systems, as dis-

cussed later. This reduced workload was a significant factor in the judgment of the

operational acceptability of the task.
c

Pilots' Evaluations of Transitions and Landings

Transition (Type 16 System.)-The variation of pilot ratings with turbulence

level (fig. 15) shows excell_.nt agreement between the two pilots, with ratings of

less than 3-I/2 (satisfactory without improvement) up to turbulence levels of about

: 2.5 m/see (8.2 ft/sec) rms. These results show a I/2 to I pilot-rating improvement

over those for the Type I system (summarized in fig. 15), which was rated less than

i 3-I/2 up to turbulence levels of about 1.4 m/see (4.6 ft/sec) rms. However, the
J
! overall workload reduction using the Type IA relative to the Type I system is even

! more pronounced than is indicated in figure 15, since the curved flightpath used in

4O
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AV-8A HARRIER

TYPE 1A SY._TEM (HOVER T/W = 1 1)

PB PlI.OTSIE] RG

_'_ TYPE I SYSTEMDAT/.(REF I, FIG 21J

MANDATORY

DEFICIENCIES
'_REQUIRE

I IMPROVEMENT

n- j DEFICIENCIES
_- 5 / WARRANT
O

2 [3 WITHOUT
IMPROVEMENT

0 75 1,50 2.25 3 00

TURBULENCE. RMS. m/_ec

NOTE' DECELERATION = 0.91 m/see 2

Figure 15.- Pilot ratings for transition (various turbulence levels).

the current tests required more attention be given by the pilot to the lateral-

_ tracking task.

: The significant reduction in workload using the Type IA system is due entirely
: t3 the use of a fllghtpath-angle command mode. The pilots found it easy to correct

any altitude error, and, once having acquired the correct -3° glide slope, often

found it unnecessary to make further corrections for the remainder of the

i transition. Of partlcular note is that a flightpath-angle command mode reduces the

workload in the altitude-control task during the crltical period at the end of

transition when the pilot is attempting to acquire a unique point in space (the

Initial statlon-keeplng point) with zero veloclty and acceleratlon. Even a small

reduction of workload in any of the Indlvldual subtasks can have a large impact on

the pilot's perception of the difficulty of the overall task.

Transition (T_/pe2A S_stem)- It was pointed out in reference I that the problems
with the Type 2 system during transition were largely due to deficiencies in the

vertical and longitudlnal flight directors. Significant changes were made to improve

these flight directors in the Type 2A system (see "Type 2A Control/Dlsplay

j System"). The effect of these changes on pilot ratings may be seen In figure 16,
which, in addition to results from current simulation, provides a summary of corre-

sponding results for the Type 2 system from reference I. Pilot ratings in calm air

are about the same for the Type 2 and Type 2A systems; however, the Type 2 system

becomes unacceptable {pilot rating >6-I/2) in turbulence greater than 2 m/see

(6.6 ft/sec) rms, whereas the type 2A system remains acceptable up to 3 m/see

(10 ft/sec) rms, the highest value tested.

The pilots noted the large reduction in the sensitivity to turbulence of the

vertical flight director, and the increase in effectiveness of the longitudinal

flight-director terminal-switching logic. These directors enabled the pilots to

consistently bring the aircraft to a hover cloue (within 2 m) to the initial
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station-keeping point. Furthermore, the pitch and roll following the switch to the

hover mode were always acceptably small (less than 2°).
AV-SA HARRIER
TYPE 2A SYSTEM (HOVER T/W = 1 1)

A PB PILOTSJC RG

-_ TYPE 2 SYSTEM
10 DATA (REF. 1, FIG. 23) 41 IMPROVEMENT

MANDATORY

9 / i DEFICIENCIE S
8 / _ REQUIRE

IMPROVEMENT',3 7
Z _- J

.....6 ',_ f DEI-ICIENC;qS¢

¢.- 5 p_" J=_'_ Z_ _ WARRANT

_s, oI'MPROVEMENT
3 _ _ SATISFACTORY

. _,WITHOUT
2 _ IMPROVEMENT

0 75 1.50 2.25 3.00

TURBULENCE. RMS. rn/s4D¢

NOTE. DECELERATION = 0.91 m/z_c2

Figure 16.- Pilot ratings for transition (various turbulence levels).

It is interesting to note that pilot RG gave the Type 2A system pilot ratings

only I/2 point higher (worse) than the much more sophisticated Type IA system, inde-

pendent of the turbulence level. On the other hand, pilot PB consistently rated the

Type 2A system two points higher (worse) than the Type IA system. Pilot PB was of

the opinion that the number of times the TVRS had to be pressed was excessive, being

about 10 times per transition. He was influenced in this opinion by his experience

flying the AV-8A using the current operational transition technique, which requires a

single movement of the thrust-vector-angle (nozzle) lever to the so-called "hover

stop." However, the current operational technique is a far less precise maneuver

than the task specified for the simulation. In particular, the final approach to the

ship is strictly visual with no unique station-keeping point defined. Moreover, with

the operational technique, additional thrust-vector-angle changes relative to the

true vertical are made through pitch-attitude changes. Nevertheless, it is important

to reduce the number of times the TVRS needs to be pressed, and this reduction can

probably be achieved with further refinement of the longitudinal flight-director

switching lines.

Landing (Type IA System)- Pilot ratings for landings in various sea states
(fig. 17) show that the Type IA system is acceptable (PR 6-I/2) for this task up to

the most severe environmental condition tested. These results show a pilot-rating

improvement of about I point compared with the Type I system (summarized in fig. 17)

for all environmental conditions. This improvement is particularly significant since

the inclusion of ship sway and yaw motion in the current simulation increased the

lateral movement of the landing pad by about 60_ (in sea state 6, lateral movements

up to about 2.5 m (8.2 ft) were observed).

', Listed below in order of importance are the differences between the Type I and

Type IA systems that influer.ced the pilot ratings for the landing task:

I
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I. Lateral positionin_ in the Type I system is by roll-attitude command with

flight director, whereas in the Type IA system, lateral positioning is by lateral-

velocity command (using roll angle) without a flight director.
AV 8A HARRIER

TYPE 1A SYSTEM (HOVER T/W = i !;

/" PB _

[] RG I PILOTS

TYPE1SYSTEM _ i,A,pP,OVEMEN TDATA :PFF. 1. FIG. 25; MANDATORY

9 /
] DEF ICIENCIES

8 'REQUIRE

ZO 7 ,_
IMPROVEMENT

_z_ -. _ DEFICIENCIES

s- _ WARRANT
it "u "" ',MPROVEMENT

3 -  !SAT,SFACTORY
t 2 A An Z_ bWITHOUT

Z_ ,_ IMPROVEMENT
1 .-_-- ._---- J--._ __-L_ __ _ .-J._"_

3 5 7 9 11 13
ENVIRONMENTAL CONDITION

I I |

• 6 _-5---_ 4 _P----3_ 0

SEA STATE

Figure 17.- Pilot ratings for landing from initial station keeping point,

2. With the Type I system longitudinal translation is controlled through a

lever-mounted, force-proportional thumb button (left hand), and lateral control is

. through the stick (right hand). With the Type 1A system, both longitudinal and

i lateral translation are controlled through the stick.
I

3. The Type I HUD horizontal-situation display uses a landing-pad symbol whose

size is a function of altitude, whereas the Type IA HUD uses a fixed-size landing-pad

symbol with an aircraft symbol whose scale is the same as that of the landing pad.

4. The Type IA system has an altitude-hold feature when the vertical-velocity-

command lever is in the detent (zero velocity command).

The differences given i,I (I) and (2) above were responsible for most of the

pilot-rating improvement. The combined use of lateral- and longitudinal-velocity

command through the stick provided a well-harmonized helicopter-like behavior with

pilot workload balanced between the two hands. Moreover, the self-trimming feature

of the control modes in both the longitudinal and lateral axes gave the aircraft

position-holding characteristics such that, even in the most severe wind-over-deck

condition, no stick inputs were needed during the vertical descent. Under these

conditions, the incremental increase in pilot rating for any given sea state above

that for calm conditions is due solely to the pilot workload required in the vertical

axis to achieve a satisfactory rate of descent at touchdown.

The Type 1A system applied to the AV-8A is comparable to the Type 1 system
applied to the lift-fan transport described in reference 1. In the latter, the

lateral-velocity con_nand n_de operates through lateral thrust deflection (zero roll
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angle), and both lateral and longitudinal translation are controlled by the pilot

through a two-axis, force-proportional thumb button located on the vertical-velocity

lever (fig. 2 in ref. I). A comparison of figure 17 with figure 24 of reference I

shows that the Type IA system applied to the AV-gA received pilot ratings about one-

half unit less than for the Type I system applied to the lift-fan transport. The

main reason for this improvement Is that the pilots preferred to control horizontal

translation through the stick, which permitted much more precise inputs than are

possible with the force-proportional thumb button. In addition, the pilots were much

more receptive to the Type IA AV-8A scheme of controlling all horizontal motion with

the right hand and vertical motion with the left hand, than they were with the Type 1

lift-fan transport scheme of controlling both horizontal and vertical motion with the
left han#

The effect of free-air maximum thrust/welght ratio on pilot ratings is shown in

figure 18. This test was exploratory and was performed only by pilot PB. The

results show that in calm sea conditions (sea state 0), the u,must/weight ratio had

no effect on pilot rating down to the lowest value tested (I.02). Moreover, in calm

sea conditions, the pilot did not notice any effect of thrust saturation, although

saturation did occur at the low thrust/weight ratios for short periods of time fol-

lowing stick inputs during the horizontal translation. During the vertical descent,

however, no saturation occurred. The pilot simply selected a rate of descent of

about I m/sec (200 _t/min), and let the aircraft descend to touchdown without

AV-8A HARRIER
TYPE 1A SYSTEM

Z_, SEA STATE 0 / ._

jL_ SEA STATE 4 / PILOT PB
10 _ SEASTATE 6 4 IMPROVEMENTMANDATORY

9 A
DEFICIENCIES

8 REQUIRE

_7 _ IMPROVEMENT
_. _----_- --_--<6
'_ DEFICIENCIES

_5 WARRANT,A ,'_ IMPROVEMENT
;'4

3 SATISFACTORY
2 WITHOUT

1 --_,-----_-- --_-- --_-_ __ IMPROVEMENT
1.o2 1.o4 1.oe 1.oe 1.1o

THRUST/WEIGHT RATIO

Figure 18.- Pilot ratings for landings with various thrust/weight ratios.

further inputs. With this technique, the thrust/weight ratio during the descent was

always slightly below unity. Again, in the sea state 4 and 6 conditions, no notice-

able effect of thrust saturation was apparent to the pilot during tilehorizontal

translation. During the vertical descent at these two sea states, however, the tech-

nique used for calm conditions was not feasible, and the pilot became aware of thrust

limitation while attempting to reduce the rate of descent when the deck was moving

upward. It is clear from figure 18 that for sea states 4 and 6 the thrust limitation
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influences the pllot's ability to perform the task for th;ust/welght ratios below

-_ 1.04 and 1.06, respectively.

It should be recognized that flrm conclusions cannot be drawn from such a small

sample of data, especially since the motion of the ship is random. However, the

results do give some hope that thrust/welght-ratio requirements for vertical landings

may be reduceo below the usually accepted value of 1.1.

_ Landing (Type 2A System)- Pilot ratings for landings in various sea states

(fig. 19) show that the Type 2A system provides acceptable handling qualities

(PR < 6-I/2) for this task up to the most severe environmental condition associated

with sea state 5. Also included in figure 19 is a summary of the data for the Type 2

system from figure 26 of reference I, showing that the Type 2A system provides

handllng-quallties improvements equivalent to I-I/2 to 2 pilot-ratlng units. This

improvement is due solely to the use of translational-rate command for both the ]on- "
' gitudinal and lateral degrees of freedom, as suggested in reference I. In

reference I, it was noted that the use of pitch-attitude command for longitudinal

positioning caused piloting problems because of conflicting visual cues from the

HUD. As a result of thls problem, a vernier thrust-vector-angle control (nozzle

nudger) was provided in the Type 2 system for longitudinal positJonlng. It is sug-

nlficant that although pitch attitude is used in the Type 2A system, the HUD-cues

conflict observed with the 'ype 2 system was no longer a problem because the transla-

tional control used in the Type 2A system enables the pilot to make longitudinal

translations with lower amplitude, smoother, pitch-attitude changes than appear to be

possible using pitch-attltude command. Pilot PB adopted a technique of translatlng

between the initial and fin ll statlon-keeping points by maintaining a fairly constant

acceleration followed by e deceleration of similar magnitude. This tecbnlqJe results
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Figure 19.- Pilot ratings for landing from initial station-keeping point.
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: in the smallest possible pltch-attitude changes for a given translation time.

Translation times of 20 sec could be achieved without exceeding pitch attitude

changes of 5°. Wlth smooth pitch-attltude changes of this magnitude, the conflicting

HUD cues, although undesirable, were acceptable.

,! Since both the Type IA and Type 2A systems use translational velocity command
; for longitudinal and lateral positioning, the major dlffe:'ence between the two sys

ternsfrom a piloting viewpoint lies in the helght-control mode; namely, vertical-

velocity command for the Type IA system and thrust command for the Type 2A system. A

comparison of figures 17 and 19 shows that the pilot ratings for the Type. 2A system

are only about one-half unit worse than for the Type IA system in moderate and high

" sea states, and about one unit worse in low sea states. These somewhat unexpected

results occur because, when using the Type IA system, the pilot adopts a different

, technique of descent at low sea states than at moderate and high sea states. In low

I sea states, the pilot merely commands an acceptable rate of descent involving a

; slnE1e movement of the vertical velocity command ]ever, and then waits for the air-
craft to land. At moderate and high sea states (environmental conditions from I

to 11), the pilot continuously adjusts the vertical-velocity command lever to main-

tain an acceptable rate of descent relative to the deck. When using the Type 2A

system with its thrust command, the pllot must contlnuousl_ adjust the throttle to
attain an acceptable rate of descent, even In low sea states. Therefore, in low sea

states, the Type 2A system is significantly more difficult to use than the Type IA

system, but the difference between the two becomes less as the flying technique

becomes the same for both systems. The surprising result here is that even in high

seas the Type IA system vertical-velocity command, with its excellent damping, was

rated only one-half of a pilot-rating unit better than the Type IA system thrust

command with its virtually zero damping. However, handling qualities in hlgh seas

are dictated not only by vertical damping but also by speed of response to pilot

inputs, and, in this latter respect, the vertical-velocity controller of the Type. IA

system has a considerably larger time constant (1.15 see) than the basic engine

thrust (0.15 see).

The effect of free-air maximum thrust/welght ratio (T/W) on pilot rating is

shown in figure 20. As in the case of the Type IA system, any thrust saturation

during the horizontal maneuvers was imperceptible to the pilots even down to the

thrust/weight ratios of 1.02. Some credit for this result must be given to the power

flight director, which quickly tells the pilot that the aircraft is deviating from

the plarmed altitude, thus obviating large corrective throttle inputs. In the verti-

cal descent, in both calm and sea state 4 conditions, thrust limitations became

apparent to the pilot below a thrust/weight ratio of 1.06, and in the sea state 6

condition, below a thrust/weight ratio of 1.08. These results (fig. 20), compared

with those for the Type 1A system (fig. 18), seem to indicate that the use of a

highly augmented helght-eontroi mode may permit reductions in the required
thrust/weight ratio below those required using thrust command by at least 0.02, and
possibly by as much as 0.0_ for landing on a fixed landing pad.

It is Important to recognize here that some of the credit for the thrust/weight-
ratio results for the Type 2A system in general, and for the Type 1A system in moder-
ate and high sea states, may be due to the precise indication of height-above-deck
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afforded by the HUD. This point requires further investigation by performing the

same kind of landing tests visually, without a HUD.

Task Performance Parameters

Transition- Transition times for both control/dlsplay systems are shown in

figure 21. In all of the tests, the transition times exceeded the 96 sec correspond-

ing to the reference velocity schedule (termed "reference minimum" in fig. 21). The

additional time was needed by the pilots to make final corrections to acquire the

initial statlon-keeplng point. A comparison of the results shown in figure 21 with

those obtained in the previous simulation or the Type I and Type 2 systems (fig. 2?
in ref. I) reveals that the increase of transition time with turbulence level when

using the Type 2 system does not occur with the Type 2A system. Furthermore, the

transition times using any of the Type I, Type IA, and Type 2A systems are about the

.,ame,and average about 20 see longer than the reference minimum. These results

again provide good evidence that the fllght-dlrector problems noted in the Type 2

system have been largely overcome in the Type 2A system.

The maximum and rms longitudinal velocity errors are shown in figure 22. Th._re

is a systematic increase of these errors with turbulence level that was not as appar-

ent in the tests of the Type I and Type 2 systems (fig. 28 in ref. I). The maximum

velocity errors occurring with the Type !A system are less than half o,_ those using

the Type I system. The most probable reason for this result is that the use of

flightpath-angle command with the Type 1A system permits the pilot to allocate much

more time to the task of longltudinal-veloclty control, with a corresponding increase

of accuracy. It is also apparent that smaller velocity errors occur when using the
Type 2A system than when using the Type 2 system. This improvement stems from the

already noted fact (see Longitudinal (Thrust-Vector-Angle) Flight Director) that the

Type 2A system's longitudinal-flight-director switching lines were reshaped to

_7
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provide a control of velocity tighter than that for the Type 2 system. As noted in

reference I, velocity error Is a critical parameter only when the aircraft is close.

to the initial station-keeping point, and with either the Type IA or Type 2A system,

this type of error"was always less than about 1.5 m/sec (5 ft/sec).

In reference I, maximum and rms altitude errors we-e given. However, the teqtq

described in reference I were all started with the aircraft on the glide slope with

zero altitude error, mhe current tests were always started with the aircraft 15 m

(50 ft) below the glide slope, and, in al- of the tests performed, this inltial atti-

tude error was always the largest measured. It can be seen from figure 29 of refer-

ence I that the altitude errors were substantially lower than those measured whep

using the Type. 2 system (up to 30 m). The rms altitude errors from the current tests

are not presented here, because the difference in initial conditions between this and

the previous simulation precludes a comparison. In any case, maximum altitude error

is clearly the critical parameter.

Landing- The time taken to fly from the initial station-keeping point to touch-

down for both types of system is shown in figure 23. The average landing time using

either system was 67 sec, although the standard deviation was slightly larger using

the Type 2A system (9.5 sec compared with ? sec for the Type IA system). Of the

67-sec average landing time, about 47 sec were required for the horizontal

maneuver _. A comparison of the results of figure 23 with those of figure 30 of

reference I shows that landing times using either the Type IA or Type 2A systems

average 2 sec less than those obtained with the lift-fan transport and Type I system,

22 sec !ess than with the AV-gA and Type I system, and 49 sec less than with the

hV-8A and Type 2 system. In addltioI,, the results derived using the Type 2A sy3tem

do not show the rapid increase of landing time with sea state apparent in the Type 2

system results. The primary reason for the reduced landing times i3 the use of

translational-velocity command, both laterally and longitudinally. A _econdary

reason, relevant to the Type IA system test results, is the improved coordination

derived from using the stick to control both longitudinal and lateral translation in

place of the Type I system approach of using the thumb button (left hand) for longi-

tudinal translation and the stick (right hand) for lateral translation.

The horizontal-posltion errors and maximum wheel vertical velocities for both

systems are shown in figures 24 and 25, respectively. These results may be compared

with those for the Type I and Type 2 systems shown in figures 31 and 32 of refer-

ence I. Considering first the position errors, it is clear from figure 24 that these

are roughly the same for both systems, and are always less than 2.5 m (8.2 ft). A

comparison of the results for the Type I_.and Type I systems shows that, although the

Type 1A system has a self-trimming lateral-velocity command mode, the position errors

occurring using this system (fig. 2_) are about I m (3 ft) greater than those occur-

ring using the Type I syste_ '_'g. 31 in ref. 1), which has only a roll-attitude

command mode (and lateral f. _' director). This result is less surprising when one

remembers that the ship model _n the current tests had six degrees of freedom com-

pared with only three degrees of freedom In the previous tests. The additional
degrees of freedom increased the lateral motion of the landing point by up to 1 m
(3 ft), from which it may be inferred that the differences in position errors between

the Type 1£ and Type I systo_ are largely due to the additional deck motion in the
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"L

current tests. Another reason that the Type IA system does not appear to reduce the

position errors significantly below those for the Type I system is to be found in the

piloting technique used in the final descent. Rather than chase the desired landing

point, the pilot simply maintains the aircraft as close as possible to the mean

position of the landing point as indicated by the appropriate HUD symbol (station-

keeping point on fig. 2(c)). Although the workload is low using this technique, the

standard deviation of position e_ror for any given sea state cannot be less than the

standard deviation of the horizontal position of deck, which is independent of the

type of control system. Total error, then, is the sum of the deck displacements and

errors in positioning the aircraft over the mean position of the landing point, these

latter -rors being indicated to the pilot on the HUD by the distance between the

aircraft symbol and the statlon-keeping point. The pilots were prepared to accept

aircraft positioning errors up to about I m (3 ft), and were able to achieve this

error range with either the Type IA or Type I systems, although more easily with the

former. Thus, although the pilots had the capability of reducing position errors

i using the Type IA system by something less than I m, they regarded the effort as

unnecessary. The comments relative to the Type IA system are also valid for the

I Type 2A system, since both have self-trimming translational-velocity command modes

ii for both longitudinal and lateral positioning. With the Type 2 system (fig. 31 ofref. I) the situation differed considerably. Because the Type 2 system has pitch-
.j

and roll-attitude command modes, the pilot had to cope with low damping in all

translational axes, and was less and less able to achieve acceptable aircraft

_ positioning as the shlp-wake turbulence level increased. This, then, is the reason

for the large increase in position error with increasing sea state shown in figure 31

of reference I.
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Considering now the maximum wheel vertical velocities, it is apparent from

figure 25 that, at low sea states, both systems glve similar results, but at high sea

states the use of the Type 2A system results in considerably higher vertical veloci-

ties. This is a significant result, since the pilot ratings for the two systems

during landing (figs. 17 and 19) in high sea states differ by only about I unit, yet

it would appear that using the Type 2A system could be considerably more dangerous.

A possible rea._on for this result is that the simulator motion base was unable to

adequately represent the severe vertical accelerations associated with heavy land-

ings, and so the pilots may not have fully accounted for these heavy landings ip

their pilot ratings. A comparison of figure 25 with figure 32 of reference I shows

that the vertical touchdown velocities occurring using the Type 2A system were less

than those that occurred using the Type 2 system. This result is to be expected,

since the much higher workload involved in horizontally positioning the aircraft

using the Type 2 system reduces the attention the pilot can give to the vertical-

descent task. As might be expected, the results for the Type IA system were about

the same as for the Type I system, with all wheel vertical velocities less than

2.5 m/sec (8.2 ft/sec), and well within the landlng-gear limit of 3.66 m/sec

(12 ft/sec).

The variation of extremes of altitude with W0D during the horizontal-maneuvers

part of the landing is shown in figure 26. When using the Type IA system, the pilot

does not move the vertical-velocity-command lever out of its detent during the hori-

zontal maneuvers. With the lever in the detent, the altitude-hold feature of the

vertical flight controller is engaged, as is clear from figure 26, which shows very

small deviations from the reference hover altitude of"25 m (82 ft) above sea level.

The situation is quite different wlth the Type 2A system, which requires the pilot to

maintain altitude with uncompensated power, using a flight director displayed on the
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, Figure 26.- Extremes of altitude during horizontal maneuvers in hover.
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HUD (fig. 5(c)). The pilot had to operate the power level continuously and did not

control altitude precisely, allowing deviations up to _.75 m (9 ft) above and !.85 m

(6 ft) below the reference altitude. However, deviations of this magnitude did not

cause the pilots any cc" ;ern, and there appears to be no special virtue in the

improved altitude-holding performance afforded by the Type IA system, although the

reduced workload when using the Type IA vertical control was appreciated.

Control Use

" Transition- Extreme values of aileron angle, rudder angle, and stabilizer angle

for various free-air turbulence levels are shown in figures 27, 28, and 29, respec-

tively. Since the attitude controllers are the same for both systems, there should

be little difference in control use between the two, and this expectation is con-

firmed by the results. The amount of control required to maneuver the aircraft

laterPlly and directionally (zero turbulence results) is quite small, amounting to no

more than 2o-3 ° of aileron and rudder, wlth the requirements being dictated at high

transition speed (165 knots) in the turn entry (fig. 10). Increasing turbulence

gradually increases the required aileron and rudder angles, but this result is due

largely to the turbulence-compensating action of the roll and yaw controllers rather"

than to additional pilot inputs. In fact, pilots did not need to move the rudder

pedals during transition, so that all of the rudder use shown in figure 27 was due to

the yaw-controller action in countering sideslip.
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Figure 28.- Extreme rudder angles during transition.

Since the pitch attitude is maintained at a nominal 6.50 during transition, and

since the stab_ I .er angle required to maintain this attitude is established automat-

ically by the :f-trimming pitch controller, the pilot is not required to make any

stick inputs. Therefore, the stabilizer use shown in figure 29 is due solely to the

pitch controller. In calm air (zero turbulence), the range of stabilizer angles

shown in figure 29 (1.2°-7.1 °) shows the trim change necessary to maintain the 6.5 °

pitch attitude as power and thrust-vector (engine nozzle) angle change during decel-

eration. The maximum stabilizer angle is required to trim at the start of transition

with an airspeed of 165 knots, and the minimum at hover. The effect of turbulence on

stabilizer use is considerably less than it is for the aileron and rudder (fig. 29)

because, with this aircraft, the pitch accelerations due to turbulence are much less

than those in roll or yaw.

Even at the 3 m/see (9.84 ft/see) rms turbulence level, the control-surface use

was well below the maximum available. However, even if this had not been the case,

it is possible that a considerable amount of control saturation due to turbulence

! could be tolerated without producing an unacceptable degradation of controller per-
; formanee. Further tests should be carried out with reduced control authority to
I

investigate this point.
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Figure 29.- Extreme stabllizer angles during transition.

Extreme values of engine speed are shown in flgure 30. Although engine power is

controlled differently in the two systems (vertlcal-veloclty command in the Type IA

system and power command in the Type 2A system), the extremes of engine speed are

comparable. The mlnlmum values of rpm shown In figure 30 occur at the start of tran-

sition, and the maximum values _ccur at the end. Turbulence tends to affect only the

mlnlmum values because, In hover, turbulence induces only small accelerations because

of the low airspeed and high aircraft wing loading (4070 N/m 2 or 85 ib/ft2). It is

clear from figure 30 that the more precise control afforded by the Type IA vertical-

velocity command results in a smaller maximum thrust/welght use (1.02 compared with

I .o6).
Landing- The parameters that influence control-system use during landing are

deck motion and ship-alr-wake turbulence. The former is strongly dependent on sea

state, and the latter on WOD. Since the station-keeplng point is inertially stabi-

lized in the horizontal plane, it follows that attltude-control use is dictated by

air-wake turbulence. On the other hand, control use for vertical translation (engine

speed) is dictated in the horizontal maneuvers by alr-wake turbulence and in the

vertical descent by both alr-wake turbulence and deck motion.

Extreme aileron and rudder angles during landing are shown in figures 31 and 32

as functions of WOD. In low WOD conditions, both aileron and rudder use was only

about tlo or about I0% of the available control power. Aileron and rudder-control

use increases markedly with WOD because of the fllght-controller action in countering

the shlp-air-wake turbulence, and at a WOD of 45 knots reaches ±4° of aileron and ±50

of rudder. There is very little, if any, increase in pilot-co:trol use as WOD
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Figure 30.- Extremes of engine speed during transition.

increases, and in fact the pilots usually did not make any pedal inputs during land-

ings. Roll-angle extremes during landings were always less than +_4° and were not

correlated with WOD (fig. 33). This result is to be expected because the aircraft

has relatively low translational aerodynamic force derivatives (ref. 5), and, as

noted earlier, pilot-control use did not increase significantly with WOD.

Extreme stabilizer angles and pitch angles during landing are shown in fig-

ures 34 and 35. The range of stabilizer angles used was always less than I0¢ of the

total available range for the Type IA system, and less than 35% for the Type 2A

system. Stabilizer use differs between the two systems because, with the Type IA

system, thrust-vector angles are used for longitudinal translation, and pitch angle

is maintained nominally constant at 6.5 o by the pitch controller; whereas, with the

Type 2A system, the pitch angle is used for longitudinal translation and the thrr3t-

vector angle is maintained constant. It Is noticeable (figs. 31, 32, and 34) that

air-wake turbulence has a much smaller effect on stabilizer use than on either

aileron or rudder use. A similar result has been noted in transition. The small

variation (+0.5o) of pitch angle about the nominal value of 6.5° when using the

Type IA -'ystemmerely reflects the ability of the pitch controller to hold a constant

pitch an, Le when the aircraft i8 subJectod to pitching-moment disturbances due to

thrust-vector angle changes and air-wake turbulence. Pitch-angle changes when using

the Type 2A system (fig. 35) were about the same as the roll-angle changes (fig. 33),

as might be expected, because the longitudinal- and lateral-translational-control

characteristics are similar, and the longitudinal and lateral distances travelled

during the hover maneuvers were equal (30.5 m or 100 ft).

Extremes of engine rpm (and T/W) during the horizontal maneuvers in various WOD

conditions are shown in figure 36. The corresponding altitude changes are shown in

figure 26, and are discussed u_der "Task Performance Parameters." Because the alti-

tude-hold features of the Type IA system make pilot inputs unnecessary during the
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Figure 33.- Extreme roll angles during landing.
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Figure 34.- Extreme stabilizer angles during landing.

hover maneuvers, the variation of extremes of engine rpm with WOD is due largely to

the vertical flight controller action in countering disturbances caused by air-wake

turbulence. This exclusive flight-controller action explains the well-defined varia-

tion of extreme engine rpm with WOD. When using the Type 2A system, the pilot pro-

vides all the corrective action to maintain altitude, and because thi,3 task is shared

with that of translating the aircraft horizontally, control about the vertical axis
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Figure 35.- Extreme pitch angles during landing.

= is much looser (lower disturbance rejection bandwidth) than it is for the Type IA

system (fig. 26). It follows that the pilot is unresponsive to the _igh-frequency

air-wake turbulence, and that power use is insensitive to WOD (fig. 36).

Shown in figure 37 are extremes of engine rpm (and T/W) during the vertical

descent in various sea states. More power is used with the Type IA system than with

the Type 2A system, and the maximum available rpm of I06% is reached more often.

Furthermore, power use is far less dependent on sea state with the Type 2A system

than with tne Type IA system (fig. 37). Once again, these results are explained by

the larger disturbance rejection bandwidth of the Type IA vertical control.

Evaluation of HUD Formats

"i The pilots agreed that all the HUD format changes incorporated into the current

simulation (ref. I and previous sections entitled "HUD Format") were improvements.

No further HUD format improvements were suggested, indicating that the basic HUD

format concept adopted for this simulation and that of reference I has reached a

mature stage of development. It should be recognized that the lack of further sug-

gestions from the pilots does not necessarily mean that the HUD format is now

entirely satisfactory, but rather that further improvements should be sought in

entirely different HUD fo=mat concepts stemming from a re-evaluatlon of the fundamen-

tal piloting tasks.
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Figure 36.- Extreme engine speeds during horLzontal maneuvers in hover.
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Figure 37.- Extreme engine speeds during vertical descent.
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Listed below are three broad areas in which the present HUD format has been

criticized:

I. Altitude, velocity vector, horizon, and guidance are not sufficiently high-

lighted. Moreover, the form in which information on these parameters is presented is

not sufficier_tly compelling to excite spontaneous pilot reactions.

2. The display focuses pilot attention on the fixed aircraft symbol, whereas,

in good piloting technique and training, attention is centered on the aircraft's

velocity vector in accordance with the aphorism that where the aircraft is going is

more important than where it is pointing.

3 Many elements are not conformal with the visual scene and could be presented

Just as effectively "head-down."

The HUD display format introduced in reference 9 (designated HUD 55) for CTOL

approach and landing seems to approach the ideal, and has obtained a significant

level of approval from pilots. Certainly HUD 55 largely overcomes the above three

major deficiencies of the current HUD format. A fruitful approach to future HUD

format development for VTOL applications may be to adapt and augment HUD 55 to handle

the special problems associated with precision hover and hover maneuvers.

P

Evaluation of Pilot Control Modes

Differences between the pilot control modes of the Type IA and Type I systems

may be seen in tables I and 2; and between the Type 2A and Type 2 systems, in

tables 3 and 4.

Considering first the Type IA system, the substitution of fliEhtpath-angle com-

mand for transition in place of the Type I system of vertlcal-velocity :ommand was

regarded by the pilots as a significant improvement (see the section "Pilot's Evalua-

tions of Transitions and Landings"). It was cortJectured prior to the simulation that

some difficulties might be encountered toward the end of transition, when the effee-

ti,e helght-eontrol authority available to the pilot through the fllghtpath-angle

_mmand mode is small (because the forward velocity is small). However, the height

deviations from the desired fllghtpath were always so small during this low-speed

phase that the low height-control authority passed without comment. Later in the

simulation, when alternative arrangements of pilot controls were evaluated, a need

arose to perform a series of eonstant-altltude visual approach transitions (see

"Evaluation of Pilot Controls"). During these approaches, the low height-control

authority became apparent to the pilots, and was regarded as a possible source of

difficulty under some oonditlons. There are at least two ways to overcome the prob-

lem. One is to blend the fll_tpath-anEle command mode into a vertical-velocity

counand mode at low speed (e.g., a ground speed of less than 40 knots). The disad-

vantage of this approach is that it forces the pilot back into the position of having

to adjust the vertical speed eontinuously toward the end of transition, resulting in

a workload identical to that of the Type I system. A second technique, and one which

minimizes the additional workload, is to keep the lever used to coasaand vertical
5
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velocity in hover actlve in the same mode during transition, but m_ke it command a
vertical velocity additional to that commanded by the fllghtpath-anglp-command mode
(thumb wheel). Then, if the aircraft's altltude deviates significantly from that of

the desired approach path, the lever can be used to command a vertical velocity to
reacqulre the approach path.

A flightpath-angle rate-command mode warn brlefly tested. This mode was imple-
mented by Integrating the pilot input to the fllghtpath-angle command mode. Thls

rate-command mode proved to be acceptable to pilot PB, but was not superior to the
fllghtpath-angle command mode. The choice between the two modes may depend on tee
type of pilot control used. If, for some reason, the vertical control had a self-

centering spring action which required the pilot to hold a force, then the rate-
command mode would probably be preferred.

In hover, the altltude-hold feature of the Type IA system proved to be satisfac-

tory, and relieved the pilots of having to make any vertical control inputs during
the hover maneuvers, even in the highest wz_ke turbulence used in the tests (see
ref. I, "Evaluation of Pilot Contrcl Modes").

The translational-veloclty command mode used for the Type IA lateral control and

for the Type 2A lateral and ]ongitudinal controls proved to be much more satisfactory
than the attitude-command modes used in the !'-rpe I and Type 2 systems. The dynamic
characteristics selected f'or the translational-velocity command mode (see "Lateral
Control In Hover") were satisfactory. It Is clear that the primary advantage of this

coem.,andmode is that it provides a high degree of translational damplni_--a char-

acteristic lacking in all flxed-wing _'OL aircraft. It Is reasonable to expect that

an attitude-command mode would pro,lde sat,sfactory translational control If the

translational damping of the aircraft could be IndependentTy augmented in some way,

perhaps through the engine nozzles. Indeed, such a scheme presents a possible alter-

native to translatlonal-veloelty command, and may be advantageous In avoiding a mode

change for hover.

The yaw-control mode for both types of system Is a combination of turn coordina-
tion through bank-angle feedback when the pedals are centered, and side-acceleration

command when the pedals are moved (see "Yaw Control In TransitIo }"). During the

transition tests, the ped._Iswere rarely used and the sideslip behavior of the alr'-

craft in the turn was satisfactory, indicating that the bank-angle feedback LGr:i

coordination was satisfactory. Only a small amount of flying was done by pilot P_ to

test the side-acceleratlon command mode, and thls mode was judged to be satisfactory

both statically and dynamically. During a period of testing not specifically associ-

ated with the yaw-control evaluation, the pilot yawed the aircraft at an airspeed of

about 60 knots and the lateral control saturated--a phenomenon well understood with

the AV-gA. This incident, although Isolated, points to the need for a sideslip

limlter in the yaw controller, because the pilot is unaware of how much lateral con-

trol is being used by the roll controller to keep the wings level.
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Evaluation of Flight Direct_,rs

The flight directors for tne Type IA system are identical to those of the Type I

system, and had already been accepted as satisfactory by the pilots in the previous
simulation (re[". I).

Both the vertical and longitudinal flight directors of the Type 2 system were

rated unsatisfactory in the previous simulation (rer. I), and were modified for the

Type 2A system (see "Type 2A Control/Display System"). These modifications resulted

in cor.siderable improvement. Both pilots rated the vertical flight director satis-

factory for both transition and hover. Pilot RG rated the longitudinal flight direc-

tor satisfactory, but pilot PB considered the number of times required to press the

TVRS to be excessive (an average of 10 times per transition). However, the terminal

switching scheme worked well and the pilots were able to bring the aircraft to a

hover very close (within 2 m) to the initial statlon-keeping point. The potential of

the longitudinal flight director scheme adopted was not fully exploited In the design

process, and it is conceivable that the number of tittlesrequired to press the TVRS

could be reduced without compromisirg the director's performance.

It may be possible to reduce the workload for the transition task by adopting a

different approach to the longitudinal guidance. In all of the transition tests,

starting from those reported in reference 2, the longitudinal guidance has been based

on th_ concept or following a reference longitudina] velocity that Is a predefined

func, n or range or "distance to go." It was pc,!nted out in reference I that such a

reference velocity schedule is largely arbitrary. An alternative approach is to

provide the pilot with a continuous indication or the constant level of deceleration

required to reach zero speed at the initial station-keeping point. The pilot is then

required to fly the aircraft so that the actual acceleration is equal to the desired

one. With such a guidance technique there is no velocity error, because there is no

reference veloclty--only a reference deceleration. The advantage of this technique

is that the reference deceleration is a very slowly va.-ying quantity, and therefore

easy to follow. Furthermore, the pilot is no longer constrained to start the decel-

eration at a specific range, and can adopt any level or deceleration he desires. Not

: only does the pilot gain increased operational flexibility, but the idea or nulling
an acceleration error for VI"OLapproaches is appealing as a natural extension or the

idea of hulling a speed error for CTOL approaches. It seems certain that this pro-

pose_ guidance technique will simplify or possibly even el'minate the longitudinal

['light directors and reduce the workload for both control/display systems.

Evaluation or Pilot Controls (Ineeptors)

A summary or the results or the pilot-control tests is given in table 9. All or

the 12 combinations or controls were acceptab]e. This result is not too surprising

because the Type IA control modes provide the aircraft with static and dynamic char-
acteristics that require no additional compensation from the pilot. Therefore, the

| entire approach and landing task requires only steering action from the pilot, and
|
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t _is type of control input can be performed acceptably with any combination of the

cu,JtrolsDr_vided.

1,,epreferred senses of the various controls thro,'ghout the entire approach and

landing was back displacement to climb and back disp1_eement tc decelerate. P11ot PB

had some difficulty reeoncil .,_ispreference with his Harrier experience In which

t_.epower lever is moved forward to climb; however, pllot PH with his helicopter

experience had no difficulty slI;cehe viewed the vertical control as _nalogous to a

helicopter collective control.

The pilots were satisfied with the thumb wheels as primary controls, while

stressing the need for good mechanical characteristics {detent and friction). The

thumb wheel on the lever had poorer mechanical characteristics than the one on the

stick, and this defect was responsible for the poor rating in transition given to

case 7 of table 9. Pilot PB felt that single-handed control of two primary functions

{thumb wheel with either the stick of the lever-) was less saF'3factory than two-

handed control.

Use o¢ _he cen_er stick for either vertical (flightpath) or longitudinal (accel-

eration) control involved additional workload over the other three controls, because

the stick forces required continuous trimm!ng as the speed changed. However, this

was not a difficult operation.

Pilot PB considered cont'ol cases 3, 4, and 8 to be the easiest and most natural

for transition. It should be noted that ease 11 of table 9 appears to be that of the

Type IA system, which therefore should be satisfactory. However, case 11 was unsat-

isfactory because of the difficulty of posit__oning both th_b wheels in their respec-

tive detents at just the right time to switch to the hover mode. This dffficttlty

does not occur with the Type IA system, since the controls change on switching to

hover, and Lne thumb wheels are electrically disconnected. The new set of controls

for use In hover--namely, the lever and 3tlck--are already cen_ _ed so that the

problem noted with cas,_,11 is avoided.

All of the pilots considered control cases 9 and 10 to be the easiest and most

natural for the hover maneuvers. These cases use the stick for both longitudlnal and

lateral translation in helicopter fashion. Case 9 is used in the Type IA system.

For vertical descent, the task was one of controlllng only the rate of descent

relative to the deck, since the self-trlmmlng lateral and longltudinal flight con-

trollers provide adeqJate statlon-keeping without pilot Intervention. Such a single-

axis task could be performed equally well with any of the four controls; and the

workload, and therefore the pilot rating (4-I/2), was dictated entirely by the ship

mot ion.

An additional test was performed to evaluate a newly developed, thumb-actuated,

two-axis proportional control (ref. 10). This device, shown in figure 38, had much

more compliance than the one used in previous slmulations (refs. I and 2). The new

thumb button was located on the lever (fig. I); it was tested in the hover-maneuvers

task. The thumb button was used to control longitudlnal and lateral velooltles, and

!
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Figure 38.- Photograph of two axis proportional control.

the lever was used to control vertical velocity. The system was therefore identical

to the Type I system of reference I. Pilot PB gave a satisfactory rating to the

self-centering, breakout focce and compliance of the new thumb button. The charac-

teristics of the device are given in table 10. A minor objection was a slight granu-

larity that interfers with smooth operation, but this is not a fundamental problem

with the device. The pilot rating for the hover maneuvering task was 1-I/2, which is

the same as when using the stick for the same controller inputs. However, pilot PB

was of the opinion that it would be better to mount the thumb button on the stick for

use with the right hand to equalize the workload between the two hands.

TABLE 10.- CHARACTERISTICS OF TWO-AXIS

PROPORTIONAL THUMB CONTROL

I Breakout force 1.1 N (0._5 ib)
Maximum X or Y deflection ±0.89xI0 -_ m (±0.35 in.)

from center at thumb

position
Force at full deflection 5.56 N (I.25 Ib)
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The evaluation of pilot controls involves many subtleties which are discussed in
reference 8.

Simulation Equipment Limitations

With the exception of the ship-model drive system, the equipment and aircraft

model used in this simulation were the same as those used in the previous simulation

(ref. ',).

As in the previous simulation, the restricted field of view was the most signif-

icant equipment limitation. During some of the vlst _] approaches that preceded the

evaluation of each combination of pilot controls, the problem of exceeding the

maximum speed of the visual attachment was noted. However, since all of the actual

evaluation tests used a reference deceleration of only 0.91 m/see 2 (3 it/see2), the

visual attachment always had time to catch up with the aircraft before breaking out

of the fog.

The inclusion or all six degrees of freedom in the motion of the ship model

added significantly to the realism of the landing task. The effect of sway and yaw

was to increase the workload dur ng the final descent, because the position of the

aircraft's outrigger wheels relative to the edge of the landing pad had to be moni-

• tored more frequently. The severity of this additional workload was minimized by the

use of the scaled horizontal view of the deck and aircraft presented on the HUD.

CONCLUSIONS

Two ux)ntrol/display systems, differing in overall complexity, but designed

expressly for VTOL approaches and landings on ships in instrument meteorological

conditiops (IMC), were evaluated in a piloted, moving-base simulation using the Ames

Research Center's Flight Simulator for Advanced Aircraft (FSAA). The basic aircraft

assumed in the mathematical modeling was an AV-8A, and landings were made on a moving

model of a DD 953 destroyer.

The two control/display systems, designated Type IA and Type 2A, were derived

from the Type I and Type 2 systems described in reference I. For transition, the

Type IA system has attitude e_mmand in pitch, rate command with attitude hold in
roll, lateral-acceleratlon command in yaw, acceleration command with velocity hold

: longitudinally, and flightpath-angle command vertically. For hover, the Type IA

system has longitudlnal-veloclty command through engine nozzle angle, lateral-

velocity command through roll angle, vertlcal-velocity command with altitude hold

through engine thrust, and constant pltch-rate coem]and with pltch-attltude hold. For

transition, the Type 2A system has the same attitude command modes as the Type IA

system, together with englne-thrust command and constant-rate engine-nozzle-angle

command. In hover, the Type 2A system has lon=Itudinal-velocity command through

pitch, lateral-velocity command through roll, yaw-rate command, and constant-rate
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engine-nozzle-angle command. Because of the Iongltudinal-velocity command mode, the

constant-rate-engine-nozzle angle command appears to the pilot as a constant-pitch-

rate command.

An important overall distinction between the two system is that in the Type IA

system, engine power and nozzle angle are operated indirectly through fl _ht control-

lets, whereas in the Type 2A system, they are operated directly by the pilot.

The principal conclusions from the simulation are as follows:

I. Acceptable transitions can be performed using either control/display system

in free-air turbulence up to at least 3.0 m/sec (9.84 ft/sec) rms. The Type 2A

system received pilot ratings averaging I-I/2 units worse than the Type IA system for

the same turbulence level.

2. Acceptable landings can be performed using the Type IA system up to sea

state 6, and using the Type 2A system up to sea state 5. The Type 2A system received

pilot ratings averaging I-I/2 units worse than the Type IA system for the same envi-
ronmental condition.

3. For both transitions and landingst the Type It.system received better pilot

ratings than the Type I system, and the Type 2A system received better pilot ratings

than the Type 2 system.

4. Fligntpath angle or flightpath-angle rate command provides lower workload

than vertical-velocity command in transition.

5. Altitude hold is a desirable feature in hover.

6. Translational-velocity command through either attitude or thrust deflection

is markedly superior to attitude command for hover maneuvers and final descent.

7. Lateral-acceleration command is a satisfactory yaw-controller mode in tran-

sition.

8. The dynamic characteristics of the flight directors provided for both sys-

tems were acceptable.

9. The HUD formats provided for both systems were acceptable.

10. For all the environmental conditions assumed in the approach and landing

tests, the control power used was always substantially less than the maximum

available.

I
4 11. With the Type IA system pilot-control modes, the type of pilot controls
t

(stick, lever, thumb wheel) used was not a major factor in the ability to perform the

i approach and landing task.
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